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HOLISTIC HEALTH COACHING

The goal of Holistic Health Coaching (HHC)  
is to help you become more self-reliant in 
your health. Your resources and your self-
regulating competencies are promoted.

To achieve these goals, we use the ancient 
knowledge of TCM (Traditional Chinese 
Medicine), internal and external martial arts, 
as well as yoga and meditation.
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Dear Readers,

Have you heard the typically Swiss-German term “Bündelidaag”? It liter-
ally translates to “bundle day” and refers to the last Saturday at the end of 
the school year—this year, July 3 in the Basel region. It used to be the day 
that everyone would tie their bundles (ie, pack their bags and suitcases) 
and head for the train station to go on summer vacation. The term has in 
recent years lost some of its significance because school days are Monday 
to Friday (rather than Monday to Saturday) and many adults now also enjoy 
a 5-day work week rather than ending the work week on Saturday. None-
theless, this culturally significant word, which marks the end of term, 
feels particularly fitting as I write this letter—the last “Letter from the 
Editor” for the last issue of Basel Life Magazine.

Creating Basel Life Magazine for the past 9 years has been an incredibly 
educational and rewarding experience. The magazine was lovingly started 
by a group of three expat parents from the Swiss International School—
Christine Pesold, Susanne Hiller, and Jon Hoefer—to help other expat 
families find their feet in Basel. Essentially, we created what we would 
have loved to have when we first arrived—an English-language resource 
that provided expat families with everything they needed to know to make 
the most of their stay in this beautiful city on the Rhein. Basel Life Maga-
zine, which in its early years was called Basel Family Magazine, continued 
to grow over time, despite losing our graphic designer (Jon) fairly early on. 
Over the years, we covered everything from events, fairs, art, and sports to 
culture and history, as well as helped you decipher the mysteries of gar-
bage disposal and recycling; kept you up to date on all of the ever-chang-
ing rules regarding parking, pets, or cross-border shopping; guided you on 
enjoying the foods and wines of Switzerland; and enlightened you on Ba-
sel’s witches, creatures, fountains, and ferries; not to mention providing 
countless ideas for things to do in and beyond Basel.

Our passion for Basel grew with every issue, and we always hoped that this 
sentiment rubbed off on our readers, giving them a better appreciation for 
Basel and allowing them to make the most of their stay here, however long 
that may be. Alongside the remaining original two core-team members, 
Susanne and myself, a handful of budding writers and amateur photogra-
phers volunteered their time and talents to the project, and we managed 
to trudge along happily and successfully—that is, until the pandemic. 
These past 18 months have been more challenging, both financially and 
emotionally, than our small team could support, and we are now forced to 
stop the production of Basel Life Magazine with this final summer issue.

We would be happy to continue to provide Basel’s English-speaking com-
munity and future new arrivals with a guide to living in Basel, albeit in a 
more modern and environmentally friendly digital format. The develop-
ment of a suitable web-based platform requires support, which is why we 
have started a crowdfunding campaign to raise the necessary capital to 
get it developed. These efforts are ongoing as I write this letter, and I can 
only hope that by the time you are reading this, we have reached our goal! 
So with a hopeful heart, I am bidding you farewell for now and wishing you 
all a “happy Bündelidaag”!

Have a wonderful and safe summer!

Christine
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Summer Special

To an outsider, the name Switzerland conjures up images of snow-covered 
mountains, skiing, St. Bernard dogs with barrels of whisky dangling from 
their neck rescuing snow-stranded hikers, and the like. Until you live here, 
it is hard to imagine how hot Switzerland can get in the summer, especially 
in the more southern parts like Ticino, where the sight of palm trees is not 
uncommon, or in low-lying areas like Basel. While the average daily tem-
perature is around 28ºC (82ºF) in the summer months, the daily highs can 
be well into the 30s (90s in Fahrenheit) for days or even weeks at a time—
and often with no air conditioning in sight!
Our relationship with the warm season is quite ambivalent—we wait for it 
all winter, but as soon as it arrives, we do everything to escape it! In Swit-
zerland, there are many ways to beat the heat when the temperatures soar, 
even if air conditioning is not nearly as prevalent as in many other countries. 
Traveling to the higher elevations in the Alps, where daily temperatures can 
be 10–15 degrees less than in Basel, is a nice way to enjoy outdoor activities 
with gorgeous views in more comfortable daytime weather and cooler night 
temperatures for a more comfortable night’s sleep. But even when you find 
yourself in Basel over the summer there are numerous ways to stay cool.

Keep Your Body Cool: Before you think about fans, ice buckets, and the like, 
start by keeping your own body cool. Wear loose-fitting clothes made of thin 
fabrics and, if possible, open-toed shoes. Eat light food and only in small 
portions at a time. Above all, get plenty to drink—not beer or fancy alcoholic 
drinks with umbrellas (this will have the opposite effect), but preferably the 
high-quality drinking water that comes straight out of Basel’s taps. A fan 
aimed at your body is cooling because it blows away the warm layer of air 
that covers our skin like a thin envelope (because our bodies are constantly 
releasing heat and moisture) and replaces it with cooler and drier air (cool-
ing by convection). It also facilitates the evaporation of sweat, which im-
proves our perspiration—which is the body’s natural way of protecting itself 
from overheating. A quick shower before bed to remove the salt and oils 
from your skin is wonderfully refreshing, and on those sweltering nights, 
going to sleep with a wet facecloth (small towel) on your chest is better than 
any air conditioner!

Bathing in Cool Water: Without a doubt, the best way to quickly cool your 
body is to plunge it into cool water, and the people of Basel can do that in 
several ways without leaving the city. In addition to a number of local  
outdoor pools (see page 6 for a list of pools in the Basel area), there is a 
large, and even free, swimming pool running right through the city—the 
Rhein. There are also many bathing fountains, which are always wonderfully 
cool thanks to the constant flow of water and the biweekly to weekly  
emptying and cleaning. Turn to page 7 to discover this typical Basel tradi-
tion. Note that if you don’t dry off directly after your swim, you will stay 
cooler for longer!

Keep Your Pet Cool: Just like humans, animals can suffer tremendously 
from the heat. To keep your pet cool, make sure that they have plenty of 
fresh, cool water to drink and access to shade, especially when outdoors. 
While dogs don’t sweat, they cool themselves down by panting as well as 
through their paws and the spaces between their toes. Garden fun with 
a hose or sprinkler, wetting their feet in a baby pool, or a dip in cool water 
are all great ways to cool down a dog. Their pads are thicker than the skin 
on our feet, but they can still get burned on hot pavement; you can  
determine the risk with this “rule of thumb”—if the ground is too hot to 
touch with your thumb, it is too hot for your dog’s feet. Therefore, on hot 
summer days, it is best to walk your dog in the morning before it gets too 
hot, or in the evening after the sun has set. Long-haired dogs also benefit 
from a “summer cut,” so talk to your groomer about options. If your dog 
is panting excessively, has a rapid heartbeat, fever, vomiting, staring, or 
an anxious expression, this can be a sign of a heat stroke that needs 
immediate attention. 
It is not normal for a cat to pant, so if your cat is panting, get it into a cool 
(air conditioned) place and if panting doesn’t cease, to an emergency 
veterinary hospital.

Keep Your Apartment Cool: The best way to keep your apartment cool, 
especially if you live in an old building, is to keep it as dark as possible 
during the day. Those metal roll blinds are ideal for this purpose. 
Keeping a fan running creates air flow, which helps to keep the rooms at 
a comfortable level, without the need for expensive, energy-guzzling air 
conditioning units that are a real burden to the environment. However, 
the motor of a fan produces heat; therefore, it is best to turn off the fan 
when no one is directly benefitting from its airflow. Ceiling fans also have 
a cooling effect as long as the fan blades are at least 2.3 meters from the 
floor. Air coolers/fans that include humidity or water mist to cool are 
more effective than an ordinary fan, provided that they are aimed directly 
at the body and that the room temperature is warm and dry; they are not 
effective when the air humidity is 60% or higher. 
In Switzerland, fixed air conditioners require a building permit to install. 
Mobile air conditioners are freely available but require between 1,000 
and 2,000 watts of power. While they cool the room air, they produce even 
more heat that is expelled outside, which contributes to heating the  
environment much like car traffic and the sun’s heat on the tarred  
pavement. Moreover, mobile air conditioners consume 20–50 times  
more energy than your good old-fashioned fans. If you are determined 
to buy a mobile air conditioner, check the mandatory energy label and  
be sure to choose one in a “good” energy class, bearing in mind that they 
all consume a lot of electricity and produce extra heat that is released 
into the environment precisely when the outside temperature is already 
very high!

Beat the Heat  
in Basel this Summer!
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It is no secret in Basel that on warm and sunny summer days, there is no 
better way to beat the heat than by swimming (or rather floating) down the 
Rhein. With the water temperature in summer ranging from a refreshing 
18–23°C, residents flock by the thousands daily to its shores. In addition to 
the cement lounging platforms along the Rheinpromenade, there are sev-
eral areas along the Rhein shore in Basel where rocky beaches will invite 
you to throw down a blanket and enjoy the waterfront—most notably the 
stretch between Wettsteinbrücke and Schwarzwaldbrücke on the Kleinba-
sel side. On the Grossbasel side, there is a lovely place to swim called 
Birsköpfli where the Birs spills into the Rhein. The shore there has a lot of 
green space for relaxing with the family, as well as a restaurant, toilets, 
changing facilities, and showers.
The Rhein is a major shipping route; therefore, much of it is off-limits to 
swimmers. However, there are several permissible swimming lanes within 
the Basel city limits. 

Where to Swim: The permissible swimming lane on the Kleinbasel side of 
the Rhein extends from just below the Schwarzwaldbrücke, by the Tinguely 
Museum, all the way to just before the Dreirosenbrücke. This entire float 
takes around 15–20 minutes (depending on the speed of the river current), 
but you can enter or exit at any point along the lane. On the Grossbasel side, 
there are four permissible swimming areas: One at the Birsköpfli in Birs-
felden; one from just below the Schwarzwaldbrücke to the Wettsteinbrücke; 
one surrounding the Johanniterbrücke; and one just below the Dreirosen-
brücke. In all cases, it is important to be aware of any boat traffic, including 
the ferries, and to keep a safe distance from the pillars of the bridges to 
avoid potentially deadly eddies. Note that there are no lifeguards; swimming 
is at your own risk and is only for experienced swimmers! To find En-
glish-language important swimming guidelines, go to www.slrg.ch/de/nw/
sektionen/basel/rheinschwimmen/information-in-english/guidelines-
for-rhine-swimmers.html. 

Swimming With Dogs: Dogs also love to play in water. Unfortunately, they 
are not allowed at swimming pools, water fountains, and on most areas of 
the Rhein shores, but they are permitted to run off-leash and play or swim 
in the Rhein in two bathing areas on both sides of the river. One is on the 
Kleinbasel side by the Tinguely Museum, the other one is on the Grossbasel 
side at St. Alban-Rheinweg, about half-way between the Wettsteinbrücke 
and the Schwarzwaldbrücke. Both locations are marked by the signs “Ach-
tung! Freilaufende und badende Hunde” (Attention! Dogs freely running and 
bathing). Note that these areas are not reserved exclusively for dogs and 
their owners, so please show consideration for all other users on land and 
water when enjoying the privilege with your four-legged family member. 
www.veterinaeramt.bs.ch/hundehaltung/vor-dem-kauf-eines-hundes/
badeplaetze-rhein.html 

Floatation Devices: Air mattresses, inner tubes, water wings (inflatable arm 
bands for kids), and other forms of inflatable floatation devices are strictly 
prohibited on the Rhein! What is permitted are nifty waterproof bags into 
which you can put your dry clothes, wallet, keys, phone, and towel, because 
when you swim in a river your start- and endpoints are usually quite far from 
each other. These swim-bags called “Wickelfisch” (roll-up fish) allow you 
to bring your belongings with you without getting them wet. They have the 
added advantage of making you more visible, but they should not be used 
as floatation devices or be tied to your body in any way. You can buy them at 
many stores and eateries along the Rhein; they come in several sizes and 
different colors and designs for about CHF 30. They are well worth the in-
vestment if you plan to “float” regularly.

Showers and Toilet Facilities: There are several outdoor showers set up 
along the Rhein if you wish to rinse off after swimming. Additionally, there 
are several free and paid toilets that you can use for changing your clothes 
as well. In the summer months, extra portable toilets and “pissoirs” (sorry 
ladies, these are for men only) are also installed along the Rhein and near 
the eating establishments.

Accompanied Swimming: It is highly recommended that you never swim 
alone in the Rhein. If you would like to swim with a group of people, the 
Sports Department Basel-Stadt organizes a “group float” from the 
Tinguely Museum to Wettsteinbrücke at 17:45 every Tuesday from July 6 
to August 31. This offer is free of charge and is open to participants of all 
ages. You can simply register online at www.ed-formulare.ch/
begleitetes-rheinschwimmen/anmeldung-begleitetes-rheinschwimmen; if 
you cannot make it, kindly de-register by phone at 061-267-5768 or by 
sending an email to sportangebote@bs.ch. Note that the annual Rhein-
schwimmen has been cancelled this year.

Bathing Houses (Rheinbäder): If you prefer bathing to floating down the river, 
there are two “Rhein pools” on the Grossbasel side that you can try. These 
are enclosed pool areas for swimming in the Rhein, surrounded by plat-
forms built over the river for lounging and sunbathing and with changing 
rooms and lockers that can be rented. The art nouveau “Rhybadhysli Breiti” 
(near Breite) is open from 11:00–20:00 (10:00–20:00 on weekends). It has 
two platforms for sunbathing, a shop, a restaurant, and a food kiosk; it costs 
CHF 6 per day and is not suitable for young children. The “Rhybadhysli 
Santihans” is a historical site near St. Johann with a basin for swimmers 
and non-swimmers, ample platforms for sunbathing, changing rooms, 
toilets, and kiosks. Entrance costs CHF 5 for adults and CHF 3 for kids; 
opening hours are 10:00–18:00. Note that both bathing houses are closed 
in the event of bad weather and have no lifeguards on duty!
www.badi-info.ch/bs/basel.html

Swimming 
in the Rhein 

www.ed-formulare.ch/begleitetes-rheinschwimmen/anmeldung-begleitetes-rheinschwimmen
www.slrg.ch/de/nw/sektionen/basel/rheinschwimmen/information-in-english/guidelines-for-rhine-swimmers.html
www.veterinaeramt.bs.ch/hundehaltung/vor-dem-kauf-eines-hundes/badeplaetze-rhein.html
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Summer Special (continued)

Gartenbad Aesch-Pfeffingen
Aesch (Dornacherstrasse 85) 
www.badi-info.ch/bs/aesch.html 

They offer a swimming pool, a play pool, a diving pool with 1 m and 3 m diving boards, 62.5 m of water slides, jets, 
and neck showers. There is also a beach-volleyball court, beach soccer, basketball, and table tennis.

Freibad Arlesheim
Arlesheim (Schwimmbadweg 10)
www.badi-info.ch/bs/arlesheim.html 

There is a swimming pool with lanes, a play pool, a kiddie pool, a diving pool with 1 m and 3 m diving boards, and 
a water slide. They also have a beach-volleyball court, a playground, a kiosk, and a restaurant.

Gartenbad St. Jakob
Basel (St. Jakobsstrasse 400)
www.badi-info.ch/bs/st-jakob.html

This large park offers a heated pool with swimming lanes, a teaching pool, a family pool, a play pool with slides, 
a kiddie pool, a 10 m diving board, 2 beach-volleyball courts, a playground, 2 kiosks, and a restaurant.

Gartenbad Eglisee
Basel (Egliseestrasse 85)
www.badi-info.ch/bs/eglisee.html

This large park has a swimming pool; a play pool; a 1 m, 2 m, and 3 m diving platform; a kiddie pool; a playground; 
beach volleyball; table tennis; and more. There is also a ladies-only section with a swimming pool where women 
can bathe topless.

Gartenbad Bachgraben
Basel (Belforterstrasse 135)
www.badi-info.ch/bs/bachgraben.html 

This park has a swimming pool, a 3.5 m-deep pool with 1 m and 3 m diving boards, a teaching pool, a play pool 
with a large slide, a kiddie pool, a 6 m-high climbing wall, a beach-volleyball court, table tennis, a kiosk, and a 
restaurant.

Gartenbad Bettingen
Bettingen (Brohegasse 15)
www.badi-info.ch/bs/bettingen.html

They offer a swimming pool, a small kiddie pool, a diving pool with diving board, table tennis, a restaurant, and a 
kiosk.

Sonnenbad St. Margarethen
Binningen (Friedhofstrasse 9)
www.sonnenbad.ch

Located near Margarethenpark, it has a small swimming pool, a family pool, and a kiddie pool. There is a large 
chess set and table tennis, and separate areas for men and women who want to tan seamlessly.

Gartenbad beim Schloss
Bottmingen (Burggartenstrasse 15)
www.badi-info.ch/bs/bottmingen.html 

This lovely park near the castle in Bottmingen offers 3 different pools, slides, a diving tower (1 m and 3 m),  
a playground, grill area, and a restaurant.

Schwimmbad am Birsweg
Dornach (Birsweg 24)
www.badi-info.ch/a/dornach.html

Here you will find a swimming pool, a play pool, table tennis, and a grassy area for lounging; you can rent lawn 
chairs on the spot. There is also a kiosk/snack stand. 

Freischwimmbad Nau
Laufen (Schliffweg)
www.badi-info.ch/bs/laufen.html 

There is a swimming pool, a play pool with big water slides, a kiddie pool, a diving pool with 1 m and 3 m diving 
platforms, a water playground for kids, a volleyball field, and table tennis; they also have a kiosk and a 
restaurant.

Sport- und Freizeitbad Gitterli
Liestal (Militärstrasse 14)
www.gitterlibad.ch 

This park offers a swimming pool, a family pool, a kiddie pool with a little stream, a 16 m slide, a “wellness oasis” 
with 34°C water, beach volleyball, beach soccer, table tennis, boule, a restaurant, and a bistro. This venue also 
has an indoor swimming pool and family pool that are accessible in the summer.

In den Sandgruben
Pratteln (Giebenacherstrasse 10)
www.badi-info.ch/bs/pratteln.html 

This facility with extensive grounds has a large swimming pool, a teaching pool, a family pool with a canal with 
flowing water, three kiddie pools for younger kids, 1 m and 3 m diving boards, a playground, beach volleyball,  
a basketball hoop, a soccer pitch, and ping-pong tables. There is also a restaurant and a kiosk.

Strandbad KuBa
Rheinfelden (Baslerstrasse 70)
www.kuba-rheinfelden.ch 

This complex is located on the Rhein, with a 5 m platform to jump into the river. There is a large swimming pool, 
a play pool with slides, a kiddie pool, a tube and speed chute, and a channel that flows into a whirlpool grotto,  
as well as volleyball, table tennis, mini-football goals, disc golf, and a restaurant.

Naturbad Riehen
Riehen (Weilstrasse 69)
www.naturbadriehen.ch

This beautiful park has a pool that resembles a natural lake or river, with a high water quality offering a visual 
depth of at last 2 m. They have a large toddlers’ wading pool with fun water games; a large pool with four slides; 
a special non-swimmers’ area with beach, slide, and a float; as well as a separate diving pool.

Outdoor pools are a wonderful way to spend a lazy hot afternoon cooling off 
with the family. Basel and its surrounding area are overflowing with great 
pools, many of which also have restaurants and playgrounds to keep every-
one happy for the day. The table lists the outdoor pools in and around Basel 

and the facilities they offer. The season for most outdoor pools is from early 
May until mid-September. The daily opening hours of each pool  vary de-
pending on the day of the week, the point in the season, and the weather, 
so be sure to check their websites for up-to-date information.

Basel’s Outdoor Pools

POOL DESCRIPTION
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As you stroll through Basel, you will undoubtedly be impressed by the close 
to 300 well-maintained and beautiful historic fountains that are around every 
corner. Some of these fountains are of great cultural and historical impor-
tance—listed as historical monuments—and are considered a sort of calling 
card for Basel. A team of employees work year-round to carefully clean and 
maintain the fountains and ensure that the water dispensers are in impecca-
ble condition. 
The water is drinkable in all but a handful of Basel’s fountains, which are 
clearly marked with a sign stating “Kein Trinkwasser” (no drinking water). 
As drinking plenty of water on a hot summer day is a must, it is wonderful 
to have such a constant supply of free, cool, drinking water to refresh one-
self, without having to purchase bottled water, which is not only expensive 
but an environmental burden. Because the fountains are constantly flowing 
with clean drinkable tap-water, a total of around 1000 m3 of water passes 
through them in 24 hours—that’s about one million liters of water per day! 
The constant flow of water in the pipes ensures that the pipes stay clean 
and the water remains fresh.
In addition to drinking from Basel’s historical fountains to keep cool, did you 
know that you are also welcome to bathe in them? Second only to a float down 
the Rhein, the nearly century-old tradition of bathing in Basel’s fountains is 
a favorite way to cool down among its residents. You will not only see children 
splashing about on a warm summer day, but also adults taking a cooling dip 
on their lunch break or enjoying an evening glass of wine with friends and 

neighbors in what seems like a free jacuzzi in the center of the city.
There are several fountains that are favorites for bathing. The beautiful 
18th-century Pisoni fountain on the Münsterplatz has a large basin suit-
able for several swimmers and is located in a charming square shaded by 
chestnut trees. Another magnificent fountain suitable for bathing in Basel 
is the octagonal Gemsberg fountain. Here you can cool off in peace amidst 
the idyllic old town scenery. Braver bathers can dip into the fountain at 
the top of Spalenberg (Nischen-Brunnen), likely the coldest fountain in 
the city due to its shady location. But probably the most popular bathing 
fountain is the Schöneck Brunnen, located on the corner of Mühlberg and 
St. Alban-Vorstadt. It is not only big and deep enough to swim a few laps 
in, this historic gem’s location in one of the quaintest areas in the old town 
allows it to warm up nicely in the mid-day sun.
The IWB, which is responsible for the maintenance and cleaning of Basel’s 
fountains, has prepared a map with the location of the more than 200 
fountains—highlighting drinking fountains (Trinkbrunnen), non-drinking 
fountains like Tinguely’s Fasnachts-Brunnen by the Theaterplatz (Brun-
nen ohne Trinkwasser), as well as the 16 fountains “ideal” for bathing in 
Basel (Badebrunnen). There is no legal basis for a “bathing ban” in any of 
Basel’s fountains, but based on size alone, some are unquestionably not 
suitable for taking a dip. The general rule is that everything is allowed, as 
long as there is no climbing on the fountain or the pipes. The fountain 
should be easy enough to get into/out of, should have a certain depth (eg, 
Tinguely’s Fasnacht fountain is far too shallow), and should not be dam-
aged by bathers. Furniture (eg, chairs) is not allowed in the fountains, and 
neither are dogs. The reason for this is that water is continually flowing 
in the fountains, and dog hairs very quickly clog up the filter system. How-
ever, many of the fountains, like the ones adorned with a Basilisk (serpent/
bird-like creature), have a little cup or basin near the bottom of the stand 
especially for dogs to help themselves to a cool slurp on a hot day or 
during a long walk.
If you would like to learn more about Basel’s beautiful fountains, Spalentor 
Verlag has published the German-language book “Basel und seine Brun-
nen,” (Basel and its Fountains), which gives an overview of 246 fountains, 
with 384 great illustrations and text on their history, technology, and 
maintenance. This book costs CHF 29 and is available at the IWB CityCen-
ter, at Bider & Tanner, or can be ordered directly online from Spalentor 
Verlag. You can get a copy of the map showing Basel’s bathing fountains 
(Brunnenkarte) at the IWB in the city center or online by clicking on “Brun-
nen in Basel” at www.iwb.ch/Fuer-Zuhause/Wasser/Trinkwasser- 
Versorgung/Basler-Brunnen.html.

Basel’s Beautiful Fountains
—A Cool Choice! 

www.iwb.ch/Fuer-Zuhause/Wasser/Trinkwasser-Versorgung/Basler-Brunnen.html
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Children’s Theater Park im Grünen—Alice im Wunderland
July 3 – August 15
For the six weeks of the school holidays, the children’s theater, Theater 
Arlecchino, will be performing the story of “Alice im Wunderland” in the 
arena at Park im Grünen. The shows are in Basel dialect, last 55 minutes 
without an intermission, and take place Sunday to Friday at 14:00 and again 
at 16:00 (nice weather only); in case of poor weather, a decision to cancel 
will be posted on the website by 12:00. The show is suitable for children 
ages 4 and up. Entrance is free, but in order to comply with the current 
coronavirus measures, they have to collect their visitors’ contact details. 
You can either reserve your tickets online or you can get them on the spot 
(subject to availability), in which case one person per group must provide 
them with contact details.
www.theater-arlecchino.ch

Children’s Theater Lange Erlen—Dschungelbuch  
(Jungle Book) 
July 5 – August 14

For the six weeks of the school holidays, the children’s theater, Theater 
Arlecchino, will be performing the story of “Dschungelbuch” (Jungle Book) 
at Lange Erlen in the pavilion of the Park Restaurant. The shows are in 
Basel dialect, last 55 minutes without an intermission, and take place Mon-
day to Saturday at 14:00 and again at 16:00. They are suitable for children 
ages 4 and up. Because the area is covered, they can play in any weather. 
Entrance is free, but in order to comply with the current coronavirus mea-
sures, they have to collect their visitors’ contact details. You can either re-
serve your tickets online or you can get them on the spot (subject to avail-
ability), in which case one person per group must provide them with contact 
details. 
www.theater-arlecchino.ch

Bee Day at Tierpark 
Lange Erlen 
July 3
The Bienenzüchterverein Basel 
(Beekeeper’s Society) is inviting 
the public to Lange Erlen Tier-
park from 14:00–17:00 to learn 
about bees and the production 
of honey. In the Erlensaal in the 
Erlebnishof of the park, you get 
to see at close range how the 
honeycomb is expertly removed 
and spun to recover the honey. 
There will be lots of interesting 
information about bees and the 
beekeeping profession, as well 
as fine honeys to taste. Admis-
sion to the park and to this 
event is free.
www.erlen-verein.ch

Jugend Circus Basilisk 
July 3–15
The Jugend Circus Basilisk is a circus school 
for young Basel acrobats ages 7–17 who train 
several times per week. Each summer, they 
put on an end-of-year show in which the 
around 45 students can show off their talents. 
For their 52nd year, they will present a pro-
gram entitled “Es war einmal…” (Once upon 
a time…). This fairytale circus performance 

will enchant audiences with artistic adventures from Robin Hood to Snow 
White and Pippi Longstocking. Nobody knows about the magic book yet, 
except for the sleepy librarian who doesn’t manage to take care of it. By 
opening the book, the fairytale characters get into the outside world and 
turn reality as we know it, upside down. The confused librarian gives every-
thing to get her book back, but the wild fairytale characters don’t make it 
easy for her. This journey through the magical book will take place in a tent 
at Rosentalanlage, next to the Messeplatz. As they are a non-profit organi-
zation, all proceeds go to pay for the infrastructure, costumes, and food for 
the artists; they therefore request a nominal fee of CHF 10 per person or 
CHF 30 per family to cover their expenses. So why not take the family and 
support the efforts of Basel’s future circus stars?
www.circusbasilisk.ch

Events in Basel: February 2015 (continued)Events in Basel: July/August 2021

Summer Blues in Basel 
July 2 and August 20
The fabulous Summer Blues event will take place again this year in Basel, 
but due to the pandemic in a modified format. On July 2, the Volkshaus will 
host the “Swiss Blues Challenge” for a small audience of 80 people; tickets 
will be raffled off. Each of the three finalists will play for 25 minutes in front 
of the audience and expert jury. The evening will be crowned with a live 
concert by the winning band of the “Swiss Blues Challenge 2019,” Justina 
Lee Brown & Band (CH). Those not among the lucky audience of 80 can 
watch a live stream online.
The 12th Glaibasler Bluesfescht—Switzerland's biggest open-air blues 
event—will take place this year in Kleinbasel on August 20, the same eve-
ning that the “Em Bebbi sy Jazz” event will be taking over Grossbasel. It is 
not yet foreseeable in what form and on what scale this major event can be 
held, but it will be as big as the epidemiological situation and the official 
requirements will allow at that time. The exact program will be communi-
cated later this summer, so check the website for more details.
www.summerblues.ch
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Children’s Holiday City 
July 5–24; August 9–13
Kinder Ferien Stadt (children’s holiday city) is a free children’s paradise 
provided during the school holidays by Robi-Spiel-Aktionen at various lo-
cations around town. From 14:00–18:00 on Monday to Friday, they will be 
set up at the Titus Kirchplatz on the Bruderholz from July 5–9, at the Spiel-
bude Ackermätteli from July 7–11, and at St. Johannspark from July 19–24. 
They also will be set up at Erlenmattpark from 15:00–19:00 from Monday, 
August 9, to Thursday, August 12, and from 16:00–21:00 on Friday, August 
13. As this wonderful offer is highly subsidized, there is no fee and no reg-
istration required; children ages 3–14 can simply show up and enjoy a wide 
range of activities, crafts, sports, workshops, and play equipment. While the 
children are guided and helped through all activities, younger kids cannot 
be dropped off like in a camp, and supervision is the parents’ responsibility. 
There will be a kiosk on site where kids can buy drinks and food at fami-
ly-friendly prices.
www.robi-spiel-aktionen.ch

Sunday Soirée Concerts in the Merian Gärten
July 4, 11, 18, and 25; August 1, 8, 15, 22, and 29
The Merian Gärten (Merian gardens) are a little patch of heaven in Basel! 
Located between St. Jakob and Park im Grünen, these gardens consist of 
18 hectares of green space, filled with valuable ornamental plant collec-
tions, splendid flower beds, useable plant gardens, a historic English gar-
den, and a nature reserve—all combined into one special botanical garden. 
From June to August, you can also pamper your spirits with a Sonntags-
soirée concert—an entertaining and varied program of classical music from 
17:00–17:45 on Sundays at the Lehmhausplatz. (These concerts replace the 
Sunday matinées for two years due to major renovations.) In the event of 
rain, the concerts will take place in the Lehmhaus; entrance is free but there 
will be a collection. For contact tracing, please register in advance from 
Monday to Friday for the coming Sunday at info@meriangaerten.ch or at 
061-319-9780 (during office hours). If you decide to come spontaneously, 
you will only be let in if there are still seats available. You are of course 
welcome to round off your visit with a dinner at the Villa Merian; visit their 
website for more information.
www.meriangaerten.ch/de/erleben/sonntagsmatineen/sonntagsmatineen.html

Biker Days Basel  
July 16–18
Bikers Days Basel—a free 
motorcycle and music 
festival—is back for an-
other edition, this time at 
St. Jakob. Everyone is 
welcome, with or without 
motorcycle, no matter 
which brand you ride. 
Come and celebrate the 
biker lifestyle on three 
exciting days. You can take 
in spectacular shows, in-
ternational live bands, a big market, delicious street food, and the legendary 
motorcycle parade on Saturday at 16:00. Explore their motorcycle show with 
many brands, custom bikes, and a huge market area. Enjoy the motorcycle 
and rock‘n’roll lifestyle with bikes, bars, street food, accessories, clothing, 
jewelry, vintage fashion, tattoo, barber, cigar lounge, and much more. If you 
come by motorbike, you can ride directly to the festival area, where there 
will be free parking spaces for you. Otherwise, you can take tram 14/bus 36 
to St. Jakob. This free event will run from 17:00–03:00 on Friday, 11:00–03:00 
on Saturday, and 11:00–18:00 on Sunday; check their website for a full 
schedule of events.
www.bikerdaysbasel.ch

Swiss National Day 
August 1
The Schweizer Bundesfeiertag (Swiss National Day) is celebrated annually 
on August 1. It is the only secular holiday that is celebrated on the same day 
in the entire country; all other national holidays are of a religious nature. 
This means that on this day, all companies, stores, banks, and offices are 
closed, and public transport will run on a holiday schedule. 
Swiss National Day is typically celebrated at the community level, with local 
festivals, parades, music, speeches, bonfires, fireworks, singing of the 
national anthem, and the like. Private homes as well as public buildings are 
decorated with flags, and weeks in advance, you will find many party sup-
plies featuring the Swiss Cross in stores. There is no official central event, 
although a ceremony commemorating the inception of the confederation 
has been held at the Rütli meadow above the Vierwaldstätter See (Lake 
Lucerne) on August 1 since 1942, often with keynote speeches delivered by 
high-ranking public personalities. Also, throughout Switzerland, church 
bells will be ringing at 20:00. 
Most cities and communities typically organize local celebrations that in-
clude speeches, food, music, and fireworks. Check with your local “Ge-
meinde” what form these celebrations will take this year in light of the 
coronavirus pandemic. In Basel-Stadt, the usual festivities along the Rhein, 
which include major fireworks and draw tens of thousands of revelers, have 
already been cancelled for the second year in a row, as has been the official 
ceremony on the Bruderholz.
Many people also celebrate the holiday by hosting barbecue parties and/or 
setting off their own fireworks, which is legal on August 1 and New Year’s 
Eve. Anybody can and will buy their own private fireworks, which are set off 
throughout the evening. Sales of these fireworks only begin a few days 
before the holiday and are limited to certain stores that have the appropriate 
permits (eg, larger Migros and COOP stores, as well as do-it-yourself stores 
and a few others).

Brunch on the Farm 
Many Swiss start National Day with a relaxing farm-fresh breakfast. About 
350 farms around Switzerland open their doors from 9:00–13:00, inviting 
the public to come and enjoy a brunch consisting of their fresh breads, 
cereals, cheeses, fruits, meats, milk, and other fine products. You can also 
visit the farms, buy their fresh products, and see first-hand just how much 
work goes into the making of the farm-fresh goods. This is a popular event, 
with over 150,000 visitors each year. Cost is about CHF 25–40 per person. 
To make a reservation, go to their website and click on “Brunch-Suche,” 
then select a farm in the canton of your choice. There are over a dozen farms 
in Baselland, as well as a handful in neighboring Solothurn and Aargau to 
choose from. Places are limited and reservations can be made by phone or 
by email directly to the farm of your choice.
www.brunch.ch
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Open Day at Local Wine Cellars 
July 31 and August 1
Vintners from the German-speaking region of Switzerland, from the Thun-
ersee to the Austrian border, as well as the three-lakes region of Biel and 
the Principality of Liechtenstein, are inviting all wine lovers to a special 
event, the “Offene Weinkeller Deutschschweiz 2021” (open wine cellars of 
German-speaking Switzerland). On this weekend, the more than 220 par-
ticipating wine growers will open the doors of their wine cellars starting at 
11:00 to give visitors a real “taste” of their wines—from the vineyards to the 
production and of course the final product. This event normally takes place 
on the first weekend of May, but due to the coronavirus pandemic, it was 
moved to mid-summer this year. If you would like to try their wines before 
this weekend or in the privacy of your own home or balcony, you can take 
advantage of their degu@home offer and have a fine selection of wines 
conveniently delivered to your home. Many participating wine makers offer 
such tasting boxes on their websites. For a complete list of participating 
wine cellars, visit their website and select your region of interest; there are 
25 wine makers in the region around Basel alone. Don’t miss this opportu-
nity to discover the wines this region has to offer.
https://deutschschweiz.swisswine.ch/en/offene-weinkeller-2021

Street Food Festival 
August 6–8
Street food is commonly found in the United States and Asia, where street 
vendors cook, serve, and sell their specialties right from their food carts in 
the streets of New York, Bangkok, and Tokyo, but has also spread to Euro-
pean cities such as Berlin. This trend has now also reached a few cities in 
Switzerland, including Basel twice a year. Everyone who loves international 
cuisine and a non-stop feast should make their way to the Messegelände 
at the Messe Basel on Friday from 17:45–23:30, Saturday from 11:45–23:30, 
or Sunday from 11:45–20:00. There will be over 50 stands offering a great 
variety of dishes from all over the globe that will be unique, inexpensive, 
and prepared with love by amateur chefs and professional caterers alike. 
Explore international foods, music, drinks, and fun in a lively environment. 
Entrance is free but parking is scarce, so it is best to come by public trans-
port; thanks to the RailAway combined offer, visitors can benefit from a free 
festival mug when traveling there and back by public transport, with any 
type of ticket, such as a normal train ticket, a day pass, a supersaver ticket, 
or a network and general season ticket. To do this, get the voucher for the 
mug before departure at the train station or at Rail Service; you can then 
redeem it for your mug at any of the drink stands on the spot. For more 
information, visit www.sbb.ch/streetfoodfestivals. 
www.streetfood-festivals.ch

Quartier Circus Bruederholz
August 6–13

Every summer, the Quartier Circus Bruederholz presents their circus by 
kids for kids. This circus started over 30 years ago, with three brothers who 
spent the summer in their garden in Bruderholz, putting together a small 
circus act to present to their friends. It has since developed into a large-
scale circus where kids ages 7–18 can showcase their acts, including acro-
batics, diabolo, high wire, juggling, and much more. They now have over 200 
members as well as a small orchestra. There are evening shows at 18:30 
and 20:00 as well as earlier shows on some days; check the program for a 

list of times. Note that this year the circus will be held outdoors on the 
Bruderholz, near the water tower. Entrance is free, although donations after 
the show are accepted. Visit their website for more information about this 
special circus.
www.qcb.ch 

Beat on the Street
August 14
If you can’t get enough of basses, beats, and vibes and love it really loud, 
then head to the Kleinbasel side of the Rhein on this Saturday. The “Beat 
on the Street” is a procession or parade of “Groove Trucks” with big sound 
systems that move slowly along the route while DJs or live acts loudly play 
Jungle, Drum’n’Bass, Dubstep, Dub, Techno, and House, often accompanied 
by an MC. The event will start at 13:00, when people begin to gather at 
Theodorsgraben near Wettsteinbrücke. The parade will set off at 14:00, 
winding its way along the Kleinbasel side of the Rhein downriver, all the way 
to the Klybeckquai area, where they are scheduled to arrive around 18:00. 
Throngs of people will follow the Groove Trucks while drinking and jiving to 
the sounds, accompanied by several mobile bars to keep everyone well 
hydrated! At the Klybeckquai, the party will continue with all groove trucks 
until 22:00 (officially), but unofficially it lasts into the wee hours of the morn-
ing. Note that while sound levels are supposed to be limited to 100dB, the 
wearing of ear protection is recommended.
www.musik.bs/events/beat-on-the-street

Circus Monti
August 18–29
Circus Monti is an incompara-
ble experience for many circus 
spectators: modern and inno-
vative, but still very charming. 
For this 36th edition, Canadian 
Marie-Josée Gauthier has 
been hired for the concept and 
direction of this new staging, 
which is intended to encourage 
audiences to realize their own dreams and bring their talents that lie dor-
mant to life. The belief is that everything is possible if you have the courage 
to change the course of your own fate... This special Swiss circus show will 
set up their tent at the Rosental Anlage; check out their official website and 
click on “Tournée 2021/ Tournéeplan” to get a full listing of locations and 
show times.
www.circus-monti.ch

Tag der Stadttore (Day of City Gates) 
August 21

Basel, which was once a fortified city, still retains three of its original city 
gates: the Spalentor, St. Johanns-Tor, and St. Alban-Tor. From 10:00–17:00, 
these city gates, as well as the remaining Pulverturm (powder tower) by the 
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No Culture Without Animals 
August 27 – November 20, 2022
For a long time, the re-
lationship between hu-
mans and animals was 
considered unequal, 
the superiority of hu-
mans a fact. That pic-
ture has changed. To-
day, animals are 
understood as active 
beings who help shape human life. From now until November 2022, four 
Basel museums with different focuses will be cooperating to investigate the 
relationship between humans and animals. With the exhibit entitled 
“tierisch! Keine Kultur ohne Tiere” (animalistic! No culture without ani-
mals), the Museum der Kulturen Basel explores the influence of animals in 
different cultures on various areas of life. Look out for the parallel exhibit 
entitled “tierisch! Tiere und Mischwesen in der Antike” (animalistic! Ani-
mals and hybrid creatures in antiquity) at the Antikenmuseum Basel, which 
will start in September, as well as the exhibit “tierisch! Der Klang der Tiere” 
(animalistic! The sound of animals) at the Musikmuseum of the Historisches 
Museum Basel starting in October.
www.mkb.ch

Bat Night at the Merian Gärten
August 28
Make your way to the Merian Gärten on the night of August 28 for a bat hunt! 
On International Bat Night, experts from Pro Chiroptera will accompany you 
on a night excursion and use ultrasound detectors to track down the mys-
terious hunters. They are silent, nimble, and a bit mysterious. At the Inter-
national Bat Night, you can get up close to bats, overhear them on the hunt, 
and discover their habitats. On this night, participants will get expert tips 
and also learn about protecting these endangered animals and what every-
one can do for them at home. This program, which is suitable for the whole 
family, will take place from 17:00–22:00; meet at Lehmhaus.
www.meriangärten.ch/de/erleben/events/fledermausnacht.html

photo credits: © courtesy quartier circus bruederholz; © courtesy circus monti; © kanton basel-stadt / juri weiss (day of city gates); © junioratelier (soap box car race);  
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Soap Box Car Race
August 29
After many years, the Basler Seifenkistenrennen (Basel Soap Box Car Race) 
will take place again on the Gemsberg and Spalenberg, arguably Basel’s 
most charming part of the old town. Fifty racing teams will be allowed to 
compete. The winners can look forward to fame and attractive prizes. Ide-
ally, you are asked to construct your own soap box car out of as much left-
over and recycling materials as possible. One- and two-seater cars are 
allowed in the race. All cars must have steering and brakes—brake checks 
will be carried out before the race. The pilots are only allowed to take off 
with helmets and gloves. All drivers who take part in the races must have 
completed a test run. Racing teams will be evaluated together with their 
soap box car; therefore, pilots can be exchanged as needed within the racing 
team. This is a race that requires skill, and speed plays a subordinate role. 
Points are awarded based on the length of the route achieved, skillful avoid-
ance of obstacles, and the audience’s vote; accordingly, the main thing is to 
use the existing momentum as skillfully as possible. The racing team with 
the highest number of points wins. An audience jury of 100 members 
awards points for the design of the soap box cars. There is also a special 
award for the most original recycled design. Even if they only award prizes 
for the first three places—because of course there must be competition—
everyone who takes part is a winner! Note that the event will be postponed 
to September 12 in the event of rain. If the weather is uncertain, check the 
website for the decision to postpone. To participate, register as soon as 
possible directly on their website; participation is free.
https://junioratelier.ch/basler-seifenkistenrennen

Waisenhaus near the Wettsteinbrücke are open to the public to be visited 
for free. There will also be on-site tours; check the website for a complete 
list of times and locations.
www.stadttorebasel.ch

150th Anniversary of Lange Erlen Tierpark
August 21 and 22

Between Riehen and the outskirts of Basel, hidden in between enchanting 
meadows with a network of water canals and a mixed deciduous forest 
with various old oak trees, lies the Tierpark Lange Erlen. Founded in 1871 
by the Basel councilor Albert Lotz-Holzach and other like-minded enthu-
siasts, Tierpark Lange Erlen is turning 150 this year! Most famous in 
Basel for being home to mainly regional and some exotic animals, this 
small zoo is a fantastic recreational opportunity for the whole family and 
amazingly, it offers free entrance to all. On this weekend, they will be 
marking their special anniversary with a host of activities for the whole 
family. For more information on the time and on the specific program for 
this anniversary weekend, please check their website closer to the date. 
www.erlen-verein.ch
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Posy Simmonds 
August 28 – October 24
British cartoonist, comics artist, and children’s book author Posy Simmonds 
(*1945) has attracted attention internationally with the three graphic novels 
“Gemma Bovery” (1999), “Tamara Drewe” (2007), and “Cassandra Darke” 
(2018) and their headstrong titular female characters. She fascinates with 
precise psychological portraits, mocks the shortcomings of the middle class 
and cultural scene, caricatures staidness, and criticizes social develop-
ments. Relatively long text passages alternate with traditional comic se-
quences, while references to classics by writers such as Gustave Flaubert 
and Charles Dickens add further layers to the stories. Simmonds became 
famous nationwide for her strip “The Silent Three of St. Botolph’s,” which 
started appearing in The Guardian in 1977 and was about three long-time 
female friends. She later published it in books and developed it further to 
create her first graphic novel, “True Love.” Other publications of hers also 
started as strips in The Guardian. In the 1980s, she published several highly 
successful children’s books. An elegant, clear, and corporeal drawing style; 
profoundly developed characters; unerring humor; and the alert mind of a 
great storyteller characterize all of Simmonds’ works. Her graphic novels 
have been translated into several languages, and some of her books have 
been made into films. The Cartoonmuseum Basel presents Switzerland’s 
first retrospective on this major British artist, with original drawings from 
all graphic novels and from her children’s books, as well as illustrations 
and cartoons for newspapers and magazines, plus unpublished preliminary 
work.
https://cartoonmuseum.ch

Mock-Up
August 28 – October 31
In architecture, a mock-up is a full-size model of a façade or structural 
component that is manufactured before actual construction begins in order 
to test or demonstrate a design. This new exhibition at the S AM Swiss Ar-
chitecture Museum combines a photographic series by Canadian artist 
David K. Ross with contributions from architectural offices to provide a 
multifaceted portrait of this phenomenon, its role in the design process, and 
its enigmatic allure.
www.sam-basel.org

Vorlesefest (Read-Aloud Festival) 
August 29
The beautiful Kannen-
feldpark will be the lo-
cation for this year’s 
“Vorlese fest” (read-
aloud festival), where 
hundreds of reading 
enthusiasts of all ages 
and their parents will 
gather to enjoy stories, 
storytelling, and books. 
This event, which is or-
ganized by the Educa-
tion Department of Ba-
sel-Stadt, is all about 
promoting reading and 
language skills through reading aloud and storytelling. The park will be set 
up with eight yurts, each with different readers—local celebrities, authors, 
librarians, and members of reading clubs. There will be 30-minute reading 
blocks, and kids can switch yurts between readings. There will also be a 
yurt where kids can do crafts under supervision. The JUKIBU staff will be 
telling stories in various languages in one of the yurts. The event runs from 
11:00–17:00 and will take place rain or shine.
www.ed.bs.ch

www.acroballet.ch
mailto:info@acroballet.ch
mailto:office@ela-basel.ch
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that enrich the field of participants are admitted to the Youngtimer Class by 
invitation. So if you are a fan of British classic cars, why not visit this fabu-
lous mountain village this July. Enjoy well-being and relaxation, sports, 
culture, art, music, shopping, nightlife, fine dining, and, above all, St. 
 Moritz’s breathtaking surrounding nature with its mountains and lakes.
www.bccm-stmoritz.ch/en

Gourmet Route Rheinfelden
Rheinfelden, AG
August 29

The “Route Gourmande” (gourmet route), whose previous editions have 
been spoiling participants in Solothurn, Burgdorf, and Langenthal, will this 
year be coming to the beautiful and diverse town of Rheinfelden in canton 
Aargau, approximately 15 km from Basel. Its name, which translate loosely 
to “fields of the Rhein,” is derived from the fact that it is located on the upper 
Rhein, on both sides of the river. Today, there is a Swiss Rheinfelden and a 
German Rheinfelden (located in the state of Baden-Württemberg), but the 
two cities were joined until 1802, when Napoleon Bonaparte set the border 
between Germany and Switzerland on the Rhein. This divided the city into 
two parts that are, however, still socially and economically connected. For 
the Route Gourmande event, groups of up to 30 guests, each starting at 
half-hour intervals, will enjoy an entertaining stroll through the city and be 
spoiled in seven different locations with gourmet specialties and wine tast-
ings. Each stop will include a menu of culinary delights at the highest level, 
and a glass of wine from the Genève Terroir winegrowers’ association, 
personally presented by the winemaker. The roughly 3.5-hour gourmet tour 
costs CHF 170 per person, which includes the guided tour, carefully selected 
wines, and accompanying menu. Visit the website to learn more about the 
menu at each site and to register your spot.
www.gustofestival-routegourmande.ch/rheinfelden 

Flea Market in Belfort
Belfort, France
July 4; August 1
Lovers of beautiful things, antique seekers, and fans of second-hand 
goods should not miss visiting the largest flea market in eastern France. 
For more than 50 years, on the first Sunday morning of the month from 
March to December, the beautiful alleys of the old town of Belfort are  the 
ideal place for the nearly 150–200 vendors exhibiting their wares to the 
delight of collectors and the curious who come to unearth unexpected 
treasures. At the heart of the Vauban ramparts, you can discover ancient 
objects, find the grandfather clock you always wanted, and hunt for good 
deals! The quality of the wares is excellent, and the Sunday-morning 
atmosphere is second to none. Be sure to get up early as the market 
starts at dawn and winds down around noon. Located about 45 minutes 
from Basel, you can turn this flea-market morning into an all-day excur-
sion by visiting some of Belfort’s museums that are open for free to the 
public on flea market day—from the history museum to modern art and 
fine arts, the Alsatian town of Belfort has a lot to discover.
www.belfort-tourisme.com/le-marche-aux-puces

British Classic Car Meeting St. Moritz  
St. Moritz, GR
July 9–11
The British Classic Car Meeting St. Moritz is an absolute highlight for fans 
of England’s classic cars. It has been combining elegance and class in this 
dazzling Alpine community since 1994. Every year in July, more than 100 
British classic cars from before 1980 meet for excursions, a regularity test 
rally, and the Concours d’Elégance. Newer vehicles with special features 
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Fun Outings: Beyond Basel

Expo—The World of Steve McCurry 
Zürich, ZH
Until October 20
Steve McCurry is one of the greatest contemporary photographers. Each of 
his images portrays a complex world of experiences and emotions. He has 
created breathtaking images on six continents, but at the center is always the 
human being, which is what made his famous image of the Afghan girl such 
a powerful work. Now, an extraordinary retrospective showing more than 200 
photographs in large format, featuring McCurry’s most recent work alongside 
his most famous images, is coming to MAAG Halle in Zürich. From Afghani-
stan to India, from Southeast Asia to Africa, from Cuba to the United States, 
from Brazil to Italy—you will be able to admire the most famous photos from 
his career of more than 40 years, as well as recent work and even never- 
before-seen works. Tickets are CHF 25 for adults, CHF 14 for kids ages 6–16, 
CHF 4 for kids under age 5, and CHF 65 for families of four.
https://stevemccurry.ch
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film “Fly me to the Moon” tells the story of three flies who embark, unbe-
knownst to them, on a journey into space aboard the Apollo 11; and a hot-air 
balloon (Le Ballon du Roi) takes visitors 150 m up to admire the beautiful 
scenery, including the French Vosges, the Black Forest, and the Alps. There 
are also a number of rides, such as a water ride (Atlantic Sud), a serpent 
roller-coaster, a swing carousel, and a 4D submarine planet; a trampoline 
park to blow off steam; a water play area to cool down; as well as a 
one-hectare space that allows children to interact with a variety of animals, 
including feeding sheep, giving the bottle to lambs, attending the gathering 
of the herd with a sheepdog, petting a caterpillar, being embraced by a 
snake, and cuddling rabbits or goats. With so many attractions and new 
ones being added each year, the park certainly has something for every 
member of the family. The Parc du Petit Prince is the first French amuse-
ment park to be 100% solar powered!
The park will be open this year until November 7; it is open daily in July and 
August, and on weekends and holidays outside of that. The cost is € 20 for 
adults, € 16 for kids, or € 65 for a family of 4 (2 adults + 2 children under 
age 12); free for kids under 1 m tall. There are 2 restaurants and 6 kiosks 
on site, as well as a charming hotel with 40 rooms in 10 little typically Al-
satian houses. 
If you are considering staying the night, you can turn this outing into a two-
day adventure for the family by combining a one-day visit to the Parc du Petit 
Prince with a one-day visit to the neighboring attraction of the Ecomusée 
d’Alsace (www.ecomusee.alsace/en). This living museum allows families 
to experience an Alsatian village from the beginning of the 20th century, 
with its typical houses, vineyards, farm, agriculture, and trades. 
www.parcdupetitprince.com

Cycling Trails in the Upper Rhine Valley
The Upper Rhine Valley—the Swiss, French, and German region along the 
Rhein, north of and including Basel—offers 751 km of bicycle paths. The 
Upper Rhein Bike Path, which reaches Basel, can be separated into eight 
bike tours focusing on specific interests. You can choose from a “Wine and 
Rhine” route, a “Romanesque Architecture” circuit, a “Medieval Gems” tour, 
a “Czars and Emperors” circuit, an “Orchards and Liqueurs” tour, and more. 
Go to the website and pick your circuit, for which you will then receive de-
tailed descriptions and maps, suggestions for hotels to stay in along the 
way, local cuisine to be discovered, as well as worthwhile sites to visit like 
castles, zoos, vineyards, thermal baths, and towns.
www.upperrhinevalley.com/en/topics/bike-tourism

Mount Rigi Railway Is Turning 150! 
Mount Rigi is truly a majestic mountain that holds a different meaning and 
importance for everyone that comes to visit. But in 2021, there will be even 
more exciting reasons to visit the “Queen of the Mountains”—the Mount Rigi 
Railways, the oldest mountain railway in Europe, will turn 150 years old! 
This important moment in Swiss history, and indeed in the history of global 
travel, will be celebrated with commemorative events and programs 
throughout the year. 
The “Steam Locomotive #7” was built in 1873 and spent 64 years in opera-
tion before it was retired from official duty in 1937 and inducted into the 
Verkehrshaus (Swiss Transport Museum) in Luzern in 1959. To commemo-
rate the 150th anniversary of Mount Rigi Railways, the engine was trans-
ported by barge from the museum to Vitznau in September 2020 and 
painstakingly restored to its former glory. On May 21, 2021, exactly 150 years 
after its maiden voyage, Steam Locomotive #7 was brought back into ser-
vice, once again making the journey up the mountain from Vitznau to Rigi 
Kulm.
From June to October 2021, this historic steam engine will be operating 
exclusive departures, allowing the general public to take the world’s only 
mobile cogwheel steam locomotive with a standing boiler up the Rigi and 
bringing the history of this impressive locomotive back to life. There will be 
numerous interesting and exciting events until the end of the season to help 
mark the anniversary, including culinary, cultural, and traditional experi-
ences on the mountain. In addition to the nostalgic steam train ride with 
Steam Locomotive #7, you can enjoy an aperitif in a historic salon carriage, 
a glimpse behind the scenes of their railway depot, or a Sunday brunch to 
watch the sun come up. The anniversary celebrations also include exhibits 
in regional museums; alphorn-, country-, and other musical concerts and 
festivals; talks; day-, evening-, and full-moon hikes on the Rigi; and so much 
more. Go to their website to print a PDF of the Mount Rigi Railways anni-
versary program. For this anniversary season, kids up to and including  
age 15 can ride the Rigi train for free when accompanied by a paying adult.
www.rigi.ch/en/anniversary/150th-anniversary-of-mount-rigi-railways

Le Parc du Petit Prince 
Ungersheim, France
On November 7, 1492, a 127 kg meteorite entered the Earth’s atmosphere 
at high speed and crashed in a wheat field near the Alsatian village of En-
sisheim. The rock meteorite, which was baptized “Pierre de Tonnerre” (rock 
of thunder), is the first preserved and studied meteorite in the world. 
Fast-forward 520 years, this exact location was chosen for the Parc du Petit 
Prince, a family fun park that is located in the heart of Alsace, between 
Colmar and Mulhouse, and is themed around Antoine de Saint-Exupéry’s 
story of “The Little Prince.” The book, which was first published in 1943, is 
one of the 5 most famous books in the world, having been translated into 
285 languages and read by more than 400 million readers worldwide. Le 
Parc du Petit Prince, which opened in 2014, is the very first interpretation 
of de Saint-Exupéry’s work by an amusement park. Poetic, educational, and 
fun, the park’s 34 attractions and activities have already drawn nearly  
1 million visitors!
Several attractions center around the theme of the giant meteorite; the 3D 

Fun Outings: Beyond Basel (continued)
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Trümmelbach Falls in Lauterbrunnen  
Lauterbrunnen, BE
Lauterbrunnen is a village in the Interlaken-Oberhasli district of canton 
Bern. The meaning of its name is somewhat controversial. While “Brunnen” 
clearly means “spring” or “fountain,” the word “lauter” in German can mean 
either “clear,” “many,” or “louder.” However, either meaning would make 
for an apt name because this unique valley region of the Swiss Alps has no 
less than 72 waterfalls! Whether for a day excursion or a weekend trip, a 
visit to the Lauterbrunnental (Lauterbrunnen valley) is a definite must! The 
village itself, with its many quaint guest houses and typical Swiss restau-
rants invites you for a picturesque walk through town. The first spectacular 
waterfall—the Staubbach fall—is located right at the end of the main street, 
less than 1 km from the town center. At 297 meters (974 feet), it is the 
highest free-falling waterfall in Switzerland, tumbling down the vertical 
rock face in a misty spray—hence the name “Staubbach” (dusty brook). 
Lauterbrunnen’s landmark, it can be viewed from the front as well as from 
behind, by way of a gallery that was built into the rock. You can follow the 
path and climb the stairs day or night for a magnificent view through the 
waterfall. Admission is free, and in the summer season, the falls are illu-
minated in the evening for a special night visit.
Possibly the most spectacular falls in the Lauterbrunnen valley, however, 
are the Trümmelbach waterfalls, a series of 10 separate falls. A visit will 
have you quickly understand why they are part of the UNESCO world natural 
heritage, listed under the “Federal Inventory of Landscapes and Landmarks 
of National Importance,” and rate three stars in the Michelin Guide. The 
Trümmelbach drains the snowmelt from the glacier of the Eiger, Mönch, 
and Jungfrau, and its flow can vary dramatically. Throughout the winter, and 
after frosty nights in April or October, only a trickle flows underneath the 
glacial ice. During the snowmelt from April to June, however; over the 
summer, when the glacier melts from June to September; or after heavy 
rains, up to 20,000 liters per second can pound their way through the rocks. 
This roaring flow has also given the Trümmelbach its name, which loosely 
translates to “drumming river.” The most unique characteristic of the Trüm-
melbach falls, however, is that for the most part, they flow underground, 
within the mountain! From the last Ice Age roughly 15,000–20,000 years ago 
until the first access by humans in 1877, all of the Trümmelbach falls, with 
the exception of the lowest, were invisible and inaccessible inside the moun-
tain. A tunnel elevator was built in 1903 (and updated in 1983) that takes 
visitors to a level near the top, from where you can work your way up to level 
10 and then all the way back down through a series of lighted passages and 
stairs carved into the rock. Additionally, there are viewing platforms at every 
level that will give you an unforgettable look at the only glacier waterfalls 
in Europe that are inside a mountain and are still accessible. Entrance to 
the falls inside the mountain costs CHF 12 for adults and CHF 5 for kids, 
and it is well-worth the price. The Trümmelbach falls are as impressive to 
see as they are to hear—a truly astonishing marvel of nature!
www.truemmelbachfaelle.ch 

Agrotourismus (Agricultural Tourism) Switzerland
Agricultural tourism allows people to get in touch with nature and have 
a true Swiss experience. For a perfect adventure for families or anyone 
who loves nature, the organization Agrotourismus Schweiz invites you to 
stay at over 700 different participating farms throughout Switzerland for 
a variety of different adventures: You can enjoy the traditional “Schlaf im 
Stroh” (sleeping in straw), where, as the name implies, you can literally 
spend one or more nights on the straw in their barn! If this seems too 
extreme for you, you can also opt for tents, campgrounds, sleeping under 
the stars (“Schlafen unter freiem Himmel”), and even tipis. If you prefer 
to experience the Swiss adventure without roughing it too much, many of 
the participating locations also offer modest holiday homes with guest 
rooms and group accommodations, high in the mountains or on lake 
shores. These well-furnished holiday apartments will allow you to cook 
for yourself, play with the family, and enjoy country life to its fullest. 
There are lodgings to suit every desire and budget; simply visit their 
website at www.myfarm.ch/en/accommodation to find the one that is 
right for you. 
In addition to the type of accommodation, you can choose your location 
based on the kinds of activities that they offer (search under “Theme” on 
the left of the page). You can choose from “Active farm experiences” if 
you want to experience farm activities such as milking cows, plucking 
eggs from the hen house, walking goats through the pasture while en-
joying fresh mountain air and breathtaking views, or agricultural tasks 
such as harvesting or hay cutting. “Riding holidays” will have you enjoying 
days on horseback, whereas “Wine Tourism” will have you savoring their 
wines directly in the vineyard or at the local wineries. You can also treat 
yourself and your loved ones to a “Wellness” offer, which can include 
alternative herbal treatments, physiotherapy and medical massages, as 
well as sauna, whirlpool, and Kneipp facilities.
Last but not least, a few of these farms offer children the opportunity to 
take a holiday on the farm without their parents (“Children’s holidays”)! 
During the summer, while their parents are at work or take a vacation of 
their own, the children are integrated into everyday life on the farm by 
experienced host families and their children. Kids may help milk the 
cows, collect the eggs laid by the hens, or feed the pigs. Visit their website 
and view a description of the different farms, their special features and 
offerings for their young guests, and book directly with the farmers by 
email or phone. The price includes overnight accommodation, normally 
in dormitories, and full board. Your children will not forget these holidays 
for a long time! For children who require special assistance, the corre-
sponding conditions must be agreed on beforehand with the hosts. 
The price for this unbeatable experience starts at about CHF 25 per per-
son per night, and that includes an old-fashioned farm-fresh breakfast 
to fuel you up for a day filled with adventure. On their German, French, 
Italian, and English website you will find information on the region, ele-
vation, number of places and types of accommodations, price per night, 
and distance from public transportation, as well as the list of activities 
that each farm can offer your family. The contact information will allow 
you to contact the farmers directly to check for availability and make your 
own arrangements.
www.myfarm.ch
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Repair Market
August 21

This one-of-a-kind event is a great place to come if you have items that need 
repair, such as small appliances, chairs, clothing, computers, toys, or um-
brellas. Don’t throw them away but bring them to the market, where volun-
teers will try to repair them. You should bring any special spare parts 
needed for the repair, such as a replacement zipper, matching sewing 
thread for unusual colors, patches, replacement LCD screen, etc. This ini-
tiative is not only great for the environment, but a nice way to meet people 
and chat over some cake and coffee. The service is free, and a variety of 
tools are available for use. A small donation in the collection box at the front 
is appreciated to cover the costs of hosting this event and providing snacks 
and drinks. Also, for reasons of fairness, they ask that you bring only one 
piece to repair; if you have more, you will be asked to get in line again with 
the second piece after the first piece is fixed, so that everyone can get at 
least one turn. Alternatively, if you are good at crafts or enjoy working with 
wood, metal, fabric, needles and thread, and/or soldering irons, perhaps 
you would like to volunteer some time on that day to help fix items. You can 
sign up for this task on their website. This month, the Repair Market will 
take place at the CUTOFF, Venedig-Strasse 30, Münchenstein.
www.reparier-bar.ch

Flohmarkt auf dem Dach (Flea Market on the Roof) 
July 25; August 29
This flea market and collectors’ fair is the largest in northwest Switzerland, 
with about 200 stands. It will be held on the roof of the Interio in Pratteln 
from 8:30–16:00. The venue is completely covered, so it is great in any 
weather. Here you can find agriculture, antiques, appliances, arts and 
crafts, bicycles, camping, clothes, coins, collectibles, electronics, games, 
garden, household, jewelry, motorcycle clothing, musical instruments, 
sports, stamps, tools, watches, and so much more.
www.flohmarktkoenig.ch

Neighborhood Flea Market in St. Johann, Neubad, and 
Gotthelf/Iselin
August 14, 21, and 29

All are invited to go from building to building to discover precious finds while 
getting unique views into courtyards and gardens. On Saturday, August 14, 
you will find flea-market stalls from private sellers all throughout the St. 
Johann neighborhood from 10:00–17:00; on Saturday, August 21, the Neu-
bad neighborhood will be hosting the flea market from 10:00–17:00; and on 
Sunday, August 29, the Gotthelf/Iselin neighborhood will be hosting their 
flea market from 11:00–17:00. Colorful balloons will be marking the differ-
ent participating locations. Print the map and start the treasure hunt!
http://quartierflohmibasel.ch

Farmers Market at the Merian Gärten 
Every Thursday
The Merian Gärten (Merian gardens) are a little patch of heaven in Basel! 
Located between St. Jakob and Park im Grünen, these gardens consist of 
18 hectares of green space, filled with valuable ornamental plant collec-
tions, splendid flower beds, useable plant gardens, a historic English gar-
den, and a nature reserve—all combined to into one special botanical 
garden. The surrounding plains have been used as farming grounds since 
the 17th century and are still cultivated today as part of an education project 
for school children who grow grains, potatoes, vegetables, and herbs in the 
“School & Agriculture” program. The grounds are mainly used to grow rare 
and endangered varieties of fruits, vegetables, and medicinal plants, and 
the orchard is home to 400 apple, pear, and plum trees of different species. 
In addition, the “Tierhof” houses farm animals in the stables and pastures, 
and rare breeds of sheep, chickens, and rabbits delight young and old visi-
tors. The animals are the protagonists in the school programs offered in the 
Merian Gärten, and as part of ProSpecieRara breeding programs, they are 
important ambassadors for their breeds. The wonderful organic produce, 
eggs, and honey produced at the park are for sale at their market stand by 
the Brüglingerhof every Thursday from 10:00–12:30 (May to October). The 
sales are supervised by the young people from their partner Praxis Plus—an 
organization for youths with mental handicaps who go to school at Villa 
Merian to prepare for an apprenticeship. Some products are also available 
throughout the winter months at a self-service honor stand.
www.meriangärten.ch

Events in Basel: February 2015 (continued)Markets and Fairs
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Family Flea Market
August 25
Kannenfeldpark is the location for a giant flea market hosted by Juniorate-
lier from 13:30–17:00. This flea market is dedicated to kids’ second-hand 
books, games, sports equipment, toys, videos, and so on. You can go there 
to buy or sell. The stand space is limited to 8 m2 (4 m x 2 m) and there is no 
stand fee. There is no need to pre-register; simply show up and spread your 
wares; the flea market will take place in any weather.
https://junioratelier.ch/familienboerse

Beer Market 
August 27 and 28
Beer lovers mark your calendar! 
Basel will be hosting its 8th annu-
al Basler Biermarkt, which will 
be held over the course of two 
days. From 16:00–23:00 on both 
days, beer lovers can taste nu-
merous beers in a variety of dif-
ferent styles, including albino, 
dark, pale ale, smoked, strong, 
wheat, whisky ale, and more. This 
event offers small regional breweries a platform for presenting their beers, 
but there will also be beers from selected breweries from other regions of 
Switzerland and neighboring countries. Whatever your fancy, there will be 
pints (or actually liters) for every taste. Note, however, that not all breweries 
will be present on both days! Several food stands and an attractive beer-gar-
den setting also help to make this an enjoyable outing with friends. Located 
at Vogesenplatz near the Bahnhof St. Johann, the beer market can easily 
be reached by public transport with trams number 1, 2, 6, 8, 14, 16, and 21. 
www.baslerbiermarkt.ch

English Second-Hand Book Sale
August 29
The GGG Basel West library, together with Centrepoint, the American Wom-
en’s Club, and the Anglican Church, will be holding a sale of pre-loved 
English-language books for children, adolescents, and adults. This year’s 
book sale will take place on only one day—Sunday, August 29—from 11:00–
17:00 and in conjunction with the Gotthelf/Iselin neighborhood flea market. 
It will take place at the Basel West library (Allschwilerstrasse 90 in Basel) 
in the library’s garage space and on the street adjacent to the library, which 
can be reached by tram 6 (Allschwilerplatz) or bus 36 (Morgartenring). 
Donations of gently used books will be accepted at the GGG Basel West li-
brary starting one week before the sale, including on August 24–27 from 
10:00–18:00, August 28 from 10:00–16:00, and August 29 from 11:00–15:00. 
They are accepting fiction books in excellent condition, non-fiction book in 
excellent condition (less than 10 years old), and children/youth books in 
good condition. Materials not accepted include textbooks, encyclopedias, 
DVDs, Blue Ray discs, CDs, LPs/records, travel books more than 5 years 
old, legal statutes and casebooks, magazines, textbooks, and computer 
books. If you have any questions or would like to volunteer some time, con-
tact them at librarian.awc@gmail.com.

Swiss Seed Exchange in the Safe
Every Tuesday 
The Swiss Seed Exchange is a non-commercial platform to promote plant 
diversity by bringing seeds to the people. The seed exchange is open every 
Tuesday from 16:00–19:00 in the Safe in the basement of the coffee house 
Unternehmen Mitte. At the Swiss Seed Exchange, visitors can give away 
their unused seeds, find other seeds to sow, and exchange ideas with the 
initiators. Bringing your own seeds is not mandatory for a visit.
www.nartifikultur.ch

 

  

 

 

 

 

Visitez / Besuchen Sie / Visit 

ECOLE FRANÇAISE DE BALE 
 
 
 
 

L'Ecole Française de Bâle vous accueille sans interruption du 
lundi au vendredi durant tout l’été. 
 
Die Französische Schule Basel ist während des gesamten 
Sommers von Montag bis Freitag für Sie da. 
 
The French School of Basel is at your disposition during the 
entire summer from Monday to Friday. 
 

 

 

CRÈCHE / KITA / DAYCARE + MATERNELLE / KINDERGARTEN / NURSERY 
Dornacherstrasse 192 – 4053 BASEL 
0041 61 271 75 72 
creche@efdb.ch   maternelle@efdb.ch 

 
ELEMENTAIRE / PRIMARSCHULE / PRIMARY + SECONDAIRE / 
SEKUNDARSCHULE / SECONDARY 

Engelgasse 103 – 4052 BASEL 
0041 61 311 07 30 
elementaire@efdb.ch secondaire@efdb.ch  

 

  
 
 
 
 
 
 

    
        
 

Wishing you wonderful Summer holidays! 
 

Come back refreshed and we will be waiting for 
you with a new semester  filled with dancing, 
singing, laughing, and fun.  
 

Classes begin September 6th 
www.kidsmusic.ch 
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Calendar Key: 
(for more info refer to this section)

Summer Special
Basel Events
Beyond Basel
Markets and Fairs
Sports and Recreation
Get Going!
Workshop, Tours, and Education
Entertainment

Ongoing Events in July
 Expo—The World of Steve McCurry

 Until October 20

  Summer Fun at the Kunsti Margarethen 
Until August 15

 Stories under the Umbrella in the Park
 Until September 24

4 5 6 7 

11 12 13 14 

18 19 20 21 

25 26 27 28 

 SOS: 112
 Police: 117
 Fire Department:  118
 A Hand in Need / Suicide Hotline:  143
 Ambulance:  144
 Poison Center:  145
 Child / Teen Hotline:  147
 Kinderspital, Spitalstrasse 33, Basel
 061-704-1212
 Afterhours Pharmacy, Petersgraben 3, Basel
 061-263-7575
 Emergency Dentist/Doctor, 24 hour/365 Days Service
 061-261-1515
 Emergency Veterinarian, 24 hour/365 Days Service
 090-099-3399

Important Numbers: Jugend Circus Basilisk
Kids‘ Theater in Park—Alice im Wunderland
Kids‘ Theater Lange Erlen—Jungle Book
Children’s Holiday City (Bruderholz)
Dance Fitness—St. Johannspark
Aqua-Rhythm—Naturbad Riehen
JFB—Känzig & Känzig Quartet
JFB—Kyle Eastwood Quintet
Montreux Jazz Festival

Accompanied Swimming in the Rhein
Jugend Circus Basilisk
Alice im Wunderland  /  Jungle Book
Children’s Holiday City (Bruderholz)
Swiss Seed Exchange in the Safe
Guided Bicycle Evening Tour
Gymnastics— Schützenmattpark
Qi Gong— Park St. Claraspital
Tanz Dich Fit—Claramatte
JFB—Fresu/Galliano/Lundgren
Montreux Jazz Festival

Jugend Circus Basilisk
Kids‘ Theater in Park—Alice im Wunderland
Sunday Soirée in the Merian Gärten
Flea Market in Belfort
Montreux Jazz Festival
Martha Argerich & Anastasia Voltchok

Kids‘ Theater in Park—Alice im Wunderland
Kids‘ Theater Lange Erlen—Jungle Book
Guided Bicycle Evening Tour
Dance Fitness—St. Johannspark
Aqua-Rhythm—Naturbad Riehen

Accompanied Swimming in the Rhein
Kids‘ Theater in Park—Alice im Wunderland
Kids‘ Theater Lange Erlen—Jungle Book
Swiss Seed Exchange in the Safe
Gymnastics—Schützenmattpark
Qi Gong—Park St. Claraspital
Tanz Dich Fit—Claramatte

Kids‘ Theater in Park—Alice im Wunderland
Kids‘ Theater Lange Erlen—Jungle Book
Pilates—Wettsteinanlage, Riehen
Pilates—Jörinpark, Pratteln
Yoga—Erlenmattpark
Jazz Concert in Schützenmattpark

Kids‘ Theater in Park—Alice im Wunderland
Sunday Soirée in the Merian Gärten
Flea Market on the Roof
Stimmenfestival—Charlie Cunningham
Stimmenfestival—Lindsay Ferguson

Accompanied Swimming in the Rhein
Kids‘ Theater in Park—Alice im Wunderland
Kids‘ Theater Lange Erlen—Jungle Book
Children’s Holiday City (St.Johannspark)
Swiss Seed Exchange in the Safe
Beach Volleyball Tournament
Gymnastics—Schützenmattpark
Qi Gong—Park St. Claraspital
Tanz Dich Fit—Claramattel

Kids‘ Theater in Park—Alice im Wunderland
Kids‘ Theater Lange Erlen—Jungle Book
Children’s Holiday City (St.Johannspark)
Beach Volleyball Tournament
Dance Fitness—St. Johannspark
Aqua-Rhythm—Naturbad Riehen

Kids‘ Theater in Park—Alice im Wunderland
Sunday Soirée in the Merian Gärten
Biker Days Basel
Beach Volleyball Tournament

Accompanied Swimming in the Rhein
Jugend Circus Basilisk
Kids‘ Theater in Park—Alice im Wunderland
Kids‘ Theater Lange Erlen—Jungle Book
Swiss Seed Exchange in the Safe
Gymnastics—Schützenmattpark
Qi Gong—Park St. Claraspital
Tanz Dich Fit—Claramatte
Montreux Jazz Festival

Jugend Circus Basilisk
Kids‘ Theater in Park—Alice im Wunderland
Kids‘ Theater Lange Erlen—Jungle Book
Dance Fitness—St. Johannspark
Aqua-Rhythm—Naturbad Riehen
Stimmenfestival—Sarah McCoy
Montreux Jazz Festival
Rising Star—Jinhee Kim and Omar Nicho

Jugend Circus Basilisk
Kids‘ Theater in Park—Alice im Wunderland
Children’s Holiday City (Ackermätteli)
Sunday Soirée in the Merian Gärten
British Classic Car Meeting St. Moritz
Montreux Jazz Festival

WEDNESDAY

Jugend Circus Basilisk
Kids‘ Theater in Park—Alice im Wunderland
Kids‘ Theater Lange Erlen—Jungle Book
Children’s Holiday City (Bruderholz)
Children’s Holiday City (Ackermätteli)
Pilates—Wettsteinanlage, Riehen
Pilates—Jörinpark, Pratteln
Yoga—Erlenmattpark
Stimmenfestival—Dahlmann & Reichenbach
Montreux Jazz Festival
Ensemble Symphonique Neuchâtel

Kids‘ Theater in Park—Alice im Wunderland
Kids‘ Theater Lange Erlen—Jungle Book
Children’s Holiday City (St.Johannspark)
Pilates—Wettsteinanlage, Riehen
Pilates—Jörinpark, Pratteln
Yoga—Erlenmattpark
Stimmenfest.—A. Kidjo / Moonlight Benjamin

Jugend Circus Basilisk
Kids‘ Theater in Park—Alice im Wunderland
Kids‘ Theater Lange Erlen—Jungle Book
Guided Bicycle Evening Tour
Pilates—Wettsteinanlage, Riehen
Pilates—Jörinpark, Pratteln
Yoga—Erlenmattpark
Montreux Jazz Festival

Your DENTIST in Basel

061 281 60 05Holbeinstrasse 81
4051 Basel 
www.zahnarztpraxis-villiger.ch

Dr. med. med. dent. 
Christoph Villiger 

Member of:
Swiss Medical AssociationFMH 
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Kids‘ Theater in Park—Alice im Wunderland
Kids‘ Theater Lange Erlen—Jungle Book
Pilates—Wettsteinanlage, Riehen
Pilates—Jörinpark, Pratteln
Yoga—Erlenmattpark
Jazz Concert in Schützenmattpark

THURSDAY FRIDAY SATURDAYWEDNESDAY

JULY 1 2 3 

8 9 10 

15 16 17 

22 23 24 

29 30 31

Jugend Circus Basilisk
Kids‘ Theater in Park—Alice im Wunderland
Kids‘ Theater Lange Erlen—Jungle Book
Children’s Holiday City (Bruderholz)
Children’s Holiday City (Ackermätteli)
Pilates—Wettsteinanlage, Riehen
Pilates—Jörinpark, Pratteln
Yoga—Erlenmattpark
Stimmenfestival—Dahlmann & Reichenbach
Montreux Jazz Festival
Ensemble Symphonique Neuchâtel

Farmers Market at Merian Gärten
Guided Bicycle Day Tour
Tai Chi—Wettsteinanlage Riehen
Body Toning—Margarethenpark
Stimmenfestival—Lisa Simone

Jugend Circus Basilisk
Alice im Wunderland  /  Jungle Book
Children’s Holiday City (Bruderholz)
Children’s Holiday City (Ackermätteli)
Farmers Market at Merian Gärten
Guided Bicycle Day Tour
Tai Chi—Wettsteinanlage Riehen
Body Toning—Margarethenpark
Stimmenfestival—F. London’s Ghetto Songs
Montreux Jazz Festival
Ensemble Symphonique Neuchâtel

Summer Blues—Swiss Blues Challenge
Pratteln Tanzt—Jörinpark, Pratteln
Montreux Jazz Festival
Drive-in Cinema
Rock'N'Read on Atlantis Roof Top

Jugend Circus Basilisk
Kids‘ Theater in Park—Alice im Wunderland
Kids‘ Theater Lange Erlen—Jungle Book
Children’s Holiday City (Bruderholz)
Children’s Holiday City (Ackermätteli)
British Classic Car Meeting St. Moritz
Qi Gong—Schützenmattpark
Pratteln Tanzt— Jörinpark, Pratteln
JFB—Astor Piazzolla Quintet
Montreux Jazz Festival  /  Drive-in Cinema
Siebedupf Wine and Music at Atlantis

Bee Day at Tierpark Lange Erlen
Jugend Circus Basilisk
Kids‘ Theater in Park—Alice im Wunderland
Montreux Jazz Festival
Drive-in Cinema

Kids‘ Theater in Park—Alice im Wunderland
Kids‘ Theater Lange Erlen—Jungle Book
Farmers Market at Merian Gärten
Guided Bicycle Day Tour
Tai Chi—Wettsteinanlage Riehen
Body Toning—Margarethenpark

Kids‘ Theater in Park—Alice im Wunderland
Kids‘ Theater Lange Erlen—Jungle Book
Qi Gong—Schützenmattpark
Pratteln Tanzt— Jörinpark, Pratteln
Drive-in Cinema
Rock'N'Read on Atlantis Roof Top

Kids‘ Theater Lange Erlen—Jungle Book
Open Day at Local Wine Cellars
Drive-in Cinema

Kids‘ Theater in Park—Alice im Wunderland
Kids‘ Theater Lange Erlen—Jungle Book
Children’s Holiday City (St.Johannspark)
Farmers Market at Merian Gärten
Guided Bicycle Day Tour
Guided Bicycle Evening Tour
Tai Chi—Wettsteinanlage Riehen
Body Toning—Margarethenpark
Stimmenfestival—Mayra Andrade / Tainá

Kids‘ Theater in Park—Alice im Wunderland
Kids‘ Theater Lange Erlen—Jungle Book
Children’s Holiday City (St.Johannspark)
Pilates—Wettsteinanlage, Riehen
Pilates—Jörinpark, Pratteln
Yoga—Erlenmattpark
Stimmenfest.—A. Kidjo / Moonlight Benjamin

Jugend Circus Basilisk
Kids‘ Theater Lange Erlen—Jungle Book
Children’s Holiday City (Ackermätteli)
British Classic Car Meeting St. Moritz
Montreux Jazz Festival
Drive-in Cinema

Kids‘ Theater Lange Erlen—Jungle Book
Biker Days Basel
Beach Volleyball Tournament
Saving Lives: CPR & Emergency First Aid
Montreux Jazz Festival
Drive-in Cinema
The Hook

Kids‘ Theater in Park—Alice im Wunderland
Kids‘ Theater Lange Erlen—Jungle Book
Biker Days Basel
Qi Gong—Schützenmattpark
Pratteln Tanzt—Jörinpark, Pratteln
Montreux Jazz Festival
Drive-in Cinema
Rock'N'Read on Atlantis Roof Top

Jugend Circus Basilisk
Kids‘ Theater in Park—Alice im Wunderland
Kids‘ Theater Lange Erlen—Jungle Book
Farmers Market at Merian Gärten
Guided Bicycle Day Tour
Tai Chi—Wettsteinanlage Riehen
Body Toning—Margarethenpark
Montreux Jazz Festival

Jugend Circus Basilisk
Kids‘ Theater in Park—Alice im Wunderland
Kids‘ Theater Lange Erlen—Jungle Book
Guided Bicycle Evening Tour
Pilates—Wettsteinanlage, Riehen
Pilates—Jörinpark, Pratteln
Yoga—Erlenmattpark
Montreux Jazz Festival

Kids‘ Theater in Park—Alice im Wunderland
Kids‘ Theater Lange Erlen—Jungle Book
Children’s Holiday City (St.Johannspark)
Qi Gong—Schützenmattpark
Pratteln Tanzt—Jörinpark, Pratteln
Stimmenfestival—Ida Nielsen & Funkbots
Stimmenfestival—Teresa Bergman
Drive-in Cinema
Rock'N'Read on Atlantis Roof Top

Kids‘ Theater Lange Erlen—Jungle Book
Children’s Holiday City (St.Johannspark)
Stimmenfestival—S. Davis & Silverbacks
Stimmenfestival—Elie Sandberg
Drive-in Cinema

Tuesday - Saturday 11am to 10pm 
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Your DENTIST in Basel
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4051 Basel 
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Ongoing Events in August
 No Culture Without Animals

 August 27 – November 20, 2022

  Posy Simmonds
August 28 – October 24

 Mock-Up
 August 28 – October 31

 Expo—The World of Steve McCurry
 Until October 20

 Summer Fun at the Kunsti Margarethen 
 Until August 15

 Stories under the Umbrella in the Park
 Until September 24

8 9 10 11 

15 16 17 18 

22 23 24 25 

29 30 31

AUGUST 1 2 3 4 

Kids‘ Theater in Park—Alice im Wunderland
Kids‘ Theater Lange Erlen—Jungle Book
Children’s Holiday City (Erlenmattpark)
Quartier Circus Bruederholz
Guided Bicycle Evening Tour
Pilates—Wettsteinanlage, Riehen
Pilates—Jörinpark, Pratteln
Yoga—Erlenmattpark
Open-Air Cinema Basel
Zirkus FahrAwaY (Station Circus)

Kids‘ Theater in Park—Alice im Wunderland
Kids‘ Theater Lange Erlen—Jungle Book
Children’s Holiday City (Erlenmattpark)
Quartier Circus Bruederholz
Dance Fitness—St. Johannspark
Aqua-Rhythm—Naturbad Riehen
Open-Air Cinema Basel

Accompanied Swimming in the Rhein
Kids‘ Theater in Park—Alice im Wunderland
Kids‘ Theater Lange Erlen—Jungle Book
Children’s Holiday City (Erlenmattpark)
Quartier Circus Bruederholz
Swiss Seed Exchange in the Safe
Gymnastics—Schützenmattpark
Qi Gong—Park St. Claraspital
Open-Air Cinema Basel
Zirkus FahrAwaY (Station Circus) 

Kids‘ Theater in Park—Alice im Wunderland
Sunday Soirée in the Merian Gärten
Street Food Festival
Quartier Circus Bruederholz
Open-Air Cinema Basel

Dance Fitness—St. Johannspark
Zirkus FahrAwaY (Augusta Raurica)  

Accompanied Swimming in the Rhein
Swiss Seed Exchange in the Safe
Gymnastics—Schützenmattpark
Qi Gong—Park St. Claraspital
Zirkus FahrAwaY (Augusta Raurica)  
Ballet—Cow
Quatuor Varèse

Sunday Soirée in Merian Gärten
Circus Monti  /  Soap Box Car Race
Vorlesefest (Read-Aloud Festival) 
Gourmet Route Rheinfelden
Flea Market on the Roof
Neighborhood Flea Market—Gotthelf/Iselin
English Second-Hand Book Sale
Family Nature Walk Neuhof Reinach
Open-Air Cinema Basel  /  Uncle Vanya
Zirkus FahrAwaY (Augusta Raurica)  
Concert—Melancholy and Transfiguration
Theater—Cosmic Drama

Accompanied Swimming in the Rhein
Circus Monti
Swiss Seed Exchange in the Safe
Gymnastics—Schützenmattpark
Qi Gong—Park St. Claraspital
Open-Air Cinema Basel
Gässli Film Festival

Guided Bicycle Evening Tour
Dance Fitness—St. Johannspark
Open-Air Cinema Basel
Gässli Film Festival

Sunday Soirée in the Merian Gärten
Circus Monti
150th Anniversary Lange Erlen Tierpark
Bikefestival Basel
Baselland Swiss Wrestling Festival
Open-Air Cinema Basel
Opera—The Magic Flute
Theater—Uncle Vanya

Accompanied Swimming in the Rhein
Swiss Seed Exchange in the Safe
Gymnastics—Schützenmattpark
Qi Gong—Park St. Claraspital
Open-Air Cinema Basel
Chamber Music—Cuarteto Quiroga

Dance Fitness—St. Johannspark
Aqua-Rhythm—Naturbad Riehen
JFB—Fatoumata Diawara & Band
Open-Air Cinema Basel

Kids‘ Theater in Park—Alice im Wunderland
Sunday Soirée in the Merian Gärten
Open-Air Cinema Basel

Accompanied Swimming in the Rhein
Kids‘ Theater in Park—Alice im Wunderland
Kids‘ Theater Lange Erlen—Jungle Book
Swiss Seed Exchange in the Safe
Guided Bicycle Evening Tour
Gymnastics—Schützenmattpark
Qi Gong—Park St. Claraspital
Tanz Dich Fit—Claramatte

Kids‘ Theater in Park—Alice im Wunderland
Kids‘ Theater Lange Erlen—Jungle Book
Dance Fitness—St. Johannspark
Aqua-Rhythm—Naturbad Riehen

Kids‘ Theater in Park—Alice im Wunderland
Sunday Soirée in the Merian Gärten
National Day
Brunch on the Farm
Open Day at Local Wine Cellars
Flea Market in Belfort

WEDNESDAY

Circus Monti
Family Flea Market
Pilates—Wettsteinanlage, Riehen
Yoga—Erlenmattpark
Jazz Concert in Schützenmattpark
Open-Air Cinema Basel
Gässli Film Festival
Opera—Intermezzo

Circus Monti
Pilates—Wettsteinanlage, Riehen
Yoga—Erlenmattpark
Open-Air Cinema Basel
Nordic Sounds—Rymden

Kids‘ Theater in Park—Alice im Wunderland
Kids‘ Theater Lange Erlen—Jungle Book
Pilates—Wettsteinanlage, Riehen
Pilates—Jörinpark, Pratteln
Yoga— Erlenmattpark

 SOS: 112
 Police: 117
 Fire Department:  118
 A Hand in Need / Suicide Hotline:  143
 Ambulance:  144
 Poison Center:  145
 Child / Teen Hotline:  147
 Kinderspital, Spitalstrasse 33, Basel
 061-704-1212
 Afterhours Pharmacy, Petersgraben 3, Basel
 061-263-7575
 Emergency Dentist/Doctor, 24 hour/365 Days Service
 061-261-1515
 Emergency Veterinarian, 24 hour/365 Days Service
 090-099-3399

Important Numbers: 

www.techlabs.ch
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Kids‘ Theater in Park—Alice im Wunderland
Kids‘ Theater Lange Erlen—Jungle Book
Children’s Holiday City (Erlenmattpark)
Quartier Circus Bruederholz
Guided Bicycle Evening Tour
Pilates—Wettsteinanlage, Riehen
Pilates—Jörinpark, Pratteln
Yoga—Erlenmattpark
Open-Air Cinema Basel
Zirkus FahrAwaY (Station Circus)

THURSDAY FRIDAY SATURDAYWEDNESDAY

Tuesday - Saturday 11am to 10pm 
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Kids‘ Theater in Park—Alice im Wunderland
Kids‘ Theater Lange Erlen—Jungle Book
Children’s Holiday City (Erlenmattpark)
Quartier Circus Bruederholz
Farmers Market at Merian Gärten
Guided Bicycle Day Tour
Tai Chi—Wettsteinanlage Riehen
Body Toning—Margarethenpark
Open-Air Cinema Basel
Zirkus FahrAwaY (Station Circus)
Polyfon Festival Basel

Kids‘ Theater in Park—Alice im Wunderland
Kids‘ Theater Lange Erlen—Jungle Book
Children’s Holiday City (Erlenmattpark)
Quartier Circus Bruederholz
Qi Gong—Schützenmattpark
Pratteln Tanzt—Jörinpark, Pratteln
JFB—Nils Petter Molvaer & Mino Cinelu
Rock'N'Read on Atlantis Roof Top
Open-Air Cinema Basel
Polyfon Festival Basel
Cinema Paradiso Arlesheim (Schwimmbad)

Kids‘ Theater Lange Erlen—Jungle Book
Street Food Festival
Quartier Circus Bruederholz
Open-Air Cinema Basel
Yonder Boys

Circus Monti
Farmers Market at Merian Gärten
Guided Bicycle Day Tour
Tai Chi—Wettsteinanlage Riehen
Body Toning—Margarethenpark
Open-Air Cinema Basel
Gässli Film Festival

Circus Monti
Family Flea Market
Pilates—Wettsteinanlage, Riehen
Yoga—Erlenmattpark
Jazz Concert in Schützenmattpark
Open-Air Cinema Basel
Gässli Film Festival
Opera—Intermezzo

Kids‘ Theater Lange Erlen—Jungle Book
Beat on the Street
Neighborhood Flea Market—St. Johann
Open-Air Cinema Basel
Polyfon Festival Basel
Cinema Paradiso Arlesheim (Schwimmbad)

Circus Monti  /  Open Day of City Gates
150th Anniversary Lange Erlen Tierpark
Neighborhood Flea Market—Neubad
Repair Market
Bikefestival Basel
JUKIBU Story Time
Open-Air Cinema Basel
Cinema Paradiso Arlesheim (Dorfplatz)
Theater—Moby Dick: The Solo
Best of 90s Dance Party

Summer Blues Basel
Circus Monti
Qi Gong—Schützenmattpark
Open-Air Cinema Basel
Cinema Paradiso Arlesheim (Dorfplatz)
Basel’s Outdoor Jazz Fest
Ballet—Cow

Circus Monti
Farmers Market at Merian Gärten
Guided Bicycle Day Tour
Guided Bicycle Evening Tour
Tai Chi—Wettsteinanlage Riehen
Body Toning—Margarethenpark
Open-Air Cinema Basel
Cinema Paradiso Arlesheim (Dorfplatz)
Art of Solo—Joachim Kühn/Stefano Bollani

Circus Monti
Pilates—Wettsteinanlage, Riehen
Yoga—Erlenmattpark
Open-Air Cinema Basel
Nordic Sounds—Rymden

Circus Monti
Beer Market
Qi Gong—Schützenmattpark
Open-Air Cinema Basel
Zirkus FahrAwaY (Augusta Raurica) 
Gässli Film Festival
Gin and Rum Tasting

Circus Monti
Bat Night at Merian Gärten
Beer Market
JUKIBU & BCT English Story Time
Open-Air Cinema Basel
Zirkus FahrAwaY (Augusta Raurica)  
Gässli Film Festival
Opera—Intermezzo

Kids‘ Theater in Park—Alice im Wunderland
Kids‘ Theater Lange Erlen—Jungle Book
Farmers Market at Merian Gärten
Guided Bicycle Day Tour
Tai Chi—Wettsteinanlage Riehen
Body Toning—Margarethenpark
Open-Air Cinema Basel

Kids‘ Theater in Park—Alice im Wunderland
Kids‘ Theater Lange Erlen—Jungle Book
Street Food Festival
Quartier Circus Bruederholz
Qi Gong—Schützenmattpark
Pratteln Tanzt—Jörinpark, Pratteln
Rock'N'Read on Atlantis Roof Top
Open-Air Cinema Basel

Kids‘ Theater in Park—Alice im Wunderland
Kids‘ Theater Lange Erlen—Jungle Book
Pilates—Wettsteinanlage, Riehen
Pilates—Jörinpark, Pratteln
Yoga— Erlenmattpark

Calendar Key: 
(for more info refer to this section)

Summer Special
Basel Events
Beyond Basel
Markets and Fairs
Sports and Recreation
Get Going!
Workshop, Tours, and Education
Entertainment
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Events in Basel: February 2015 (continued)Sports and Recreation

photo credit: © gsünder basel (exercise outdoors)

GET GOING

Exercise Outdoors in Basel’s Parks This Summer 
If exercising outdoors in the beautiful parks of the Basel region with a large 
group of people sounds like a great way to get or stay in shape, this is for 
you! Gsünder Basel, a nonprofit organization dedicated to the promotion of 
good health for people in the Basel area, is organizing a variety of classes 
under the motto “Aktiv! Im Sommer” to keep you fit this summer. Thanks 
to support from canton Basel-Stadt, their main sponsor Hirslanden Klinik 
Birshof, and other sponsors and partners, all of these classes are free of 
charge. You can join in any time; no registration is necessary, simply show 
up and jump in! The table below lists the available classes by day of the 
week. They offer a variety of classes suitable for all levels—something for 
everyone! And of course, they will make sure that all current guidelines on 
hygiene and social distancing are being followed, such as keeping a dis-
tance of 2 m from other participants and no body contact, as well as arriv-
ing only shortly before and leaving promptly after the program. For yoga 
and Pilates classes, attendees should bring their own mats. 
www.aktiv-im-sommer.ch 
New this year, there is also a program called “Aktiv! Mit Vereinen” that of-
fers free trial classes (“Schnupperangebot”) from various local clubs at 
Kannenfeldpark (Monday and Tuesday from 19:00–20:00) and Schützen-
mattpark (Wednesday from 19:00–20:00). Here, you can try such activities 
as taekwondo, slackline, parkour, or quidditch(!). A list of which activities 
you can try (and when) can also be found on their website. 
www.aktiv-im-sommer.ch/aktiv-mit-vereinen

ACTIVITY WEEKDAY TIME DATES LOCATION

Dance Fitness Monday 19:00–19:50 May 31 – August 30 St. Johanns-Park, Basel

Aqua-Rhythm Monday 18:30–19:20 June 14 – August 16 Naturbad, Riehen

Gymnastics Tuesday 19:00–20:00 July 6 – September 14 Schützenmattpark, Basel

Qi Gong Tuesday 18:30–19:30 June 1 – September 14
Begegnungszentrum CURA,  
Park St. Claraspital, Basel

Tanz Dich Fit Tuesday 18:30–19:20 June 1 – August 3 Claramatte, Basel

Pilates Wednesday 19:00–19:50 June 2 – August 25 Wettsteinanlage, Riehen

Pilates Wednesday 19:00–19:50 June 2 – August 11 Jörinpark, Pratteln

Yoga Wednesday 18:30–19:30 June 9 – September 1 Erlenmattpark, Basel

Tai Chi Thursday 19:00–19:50 June 3 – August 26 Wettsteinanlage, Riehen

Body Toning Thursday 18:30–19:20 June 10 – September 2 Margarethenpark, Basel

Qi Gong Friday 19:00–20:00 July 9 – September 17 Schützenmattpark, Basel

Pratteln Tanzt Friday 18:30–19:20 June 4 – August 13 Jörinpark, Pratteln

Aqua-Rhythm: An effective fitness training of intense water aerobics in 
torso-deep water to party music from around the world (entrance to swim-
ming pool is not included).
Body Toning: A full-body workout to rousing music; the varied exercises 
using your own body weight strengthen and tone your stomach, legs, and 
buttocks in particular.
Tanz Dich Fit: Get fit by dancing to rousing Latin beats in different styles such 
as merengue, bachata, salsa, and zumba. This workout guarantees great 
dance moves and good sound.
Dance Fitness: Aerobics, dance, and choreographies allow you to move in a 
variety of ways and improve your stamina and strength in a targeted 
manner.
Gymnastics: Aerobics classes with great music for a varied and fun workout 
for the entire body.

Pilates: Strengthens the deep muscle groups that provide a healthy and 
proper posture by means of strength exercises, stretching, and conscious 
breathing. If possible, bring your own mat; if you don’t have one, they can 
provide one, but you need to bring a large towel to cover it and must disinfect 
the mat on site after the class!
Pratteln tanzt: In this class, you can experience urban dance styles such as 
house, voguing, popping, hip-hop, and breakdance and let yourself be car-
ried away.
Qi Gong and Tai Chi: Train coordination and mobility through Chinese med-
itation and exercises involving circular and harmonic movements.
Yoga: Harmony and well-being for body, mind, and soul for yoga practi-
tioners of all levels. If possible, bring your own mat; if you don’t have one, 
they can provide one, but you need to bring a large towel to cover it and must 
disinfect the mat on site after the class!
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Guided Bicycle Tours
July 1, 6, 8, 14, 15, 22, 26, and 29; August 3, 5, 11, 12, 19, 23, and 26
If you enjoy cycling, there are many gorgeous opportunities to explore Swit-
zerland on bike or e-bike this season. For more comprehensive information, 
check out the cycling specials in the April and May 2017 issues of Basel Life 
Magazine in the archives at www.basellife.com. If you would like to join a 
guided group bike tour in and around the Basel area, several organizations 
offer such tours in the warmer months. 
Daytime Bicycle Tours: The Touring Club Schweiz (TCS) organizes group 
bicycle tours for avid cyclists in different regions of Switzerland; to see a 
list of tours that depart from the Basel area, visit www.velotouren-bs.ch/
tcs-velogruppe/jahresprogramm-tcs. They offer several tours per month 
until October, each ranging from 50–80 km. For these tours, you meet in the 
morning, travel through a dozen or so towns, have lunch along the way 
(bring money and I.D.) before returning to Basel. All tours are free and no 
registration is necessary, but you can contact the tour leader in advance if 
you like; information for each tour and its respective guide is provided on 
their website. The next all-day tours will be held on July 1, 8, 15, 22, and 29, 
as well as on August 5, 12, 19, and 26.
Evening Bicycle Tours: ProVelo beider Basel offers weekly group bicycle 
tours throughout the warmer months. These evening tours take place on 
different weekdays to give everyone a chance to join. Simply show up at 
Petersplatz with a sturdy bike at 18:15 (near the Kollegiengebäude), where 
the tour leader will give information on the evening’s ride. Distances will 
range from 25–40 km, and the tours will be in the three-countries region 
(bring valid I.D. for any border crossings). There is no cost and no prereg-
istration. You can download the flyer with all information and dates by 
clicking on “Hier geht es zum Flyer Abendtouren 2021” at https:// provelo-
beiderbasel.ch/tourengruppe/. The next evening tours will take place on 
July 6, 14, 22, and 26, as well as on August 3, 11, 19, and 23. 
www.provelo-beiderbasel.ch

Beach Volleyball Tournament 
July 17–20
The Coop Beachtour, the highest national beach-volleyball tournament 
series in Switzerland, will make a stop at Barfüsserplatz for the 22nd time. 
From Saturday to Tuesday, visitors will be treated to beach volleyball at its 
best as Switzerland’s top teams compete against pro beach-volleyball 
teams from around the world for four days and prepare for the Olympic 
Games later in the summer. Matches will take place from 18:00–21:45 on 
Saturday, 9:00–21:45 on Sunday, 14:00–21:45 on Monday, and 10:00–17:45 
on Tuesday; entrance is free. The event will be held in accordance with all 
applicable safety and protection measures at that time; check their website 
for more specific information closer to the date.
https://coopbeachtour.ch/basel/

Summer Swim Classes for Kids
July 5–16; August 2–13
If you have difficulty fitting swim-
ming lessons into your winter 
schedule, why not enroll the kids in 
2-week intensive lessons in the 
summer? Schwimmschule A-Z of-
fers classes for kids ages 4 and up 
at the Gartenbad Aesch-Pfeffingen 
in the first two weeks of the sum-
mer holidays and at the Naturbad 
Riehen in the last two weeks of  the 
summer holidays (www.schwimm.ch/Sommerschwimmkurs). There are 
seven different levels of classes designated by animals (Krebs, Seepferd, 
Frosch, Pinguin, Tintenfisch, Krokodil, and Eisbär). Register by phone at 
079-758-2288 or by email at schwimm-a-z@bluewin.ch; classes cost  
CHF 50 (not including entrance to the pool). The Sports Department Ba-
sel-Stadt also offers swim classes for kids ages 5–13 in several outdoor and 
indoor pools around Basel daily during the same 2-week periods (10 les-
sons), irrespective of weather. Go to their website to fill out the registration 
form by clicking on “Online-Anmeldung Sommer-Schwimmkurse.” You will 
need to indicate the desired class/level in which you would like to register 
your child (not the level they have already achieved). These are no longer 
designated by animals but by color: Orange (familiarization with water; stay 
in chest-deep water); Blue (first movement in the water; stay mainly in 
chest-deep water); Green (first breast and back crawl; stay in chest-deep 
to deep water); Red (consolidation of breast and back crawl; stay mainly in 
deep water); and Yellow (introduction to breaststroke; stay in deep water). 
You will also need to indicate your preferred pool and time, although you 
are not guaranteed your desired slot. Cost for the 2-week class is CHF 50 
for kids residing in Basel-Stadt and CHF 70 for kids from other cantons. 
Note that at Gartenbad Bachgraben, they are offering swim classes for 
adults in parallel to the children’s swim classes; register for those online 
by clicking on “Online-Anmeldung Schwimmkurse für Erwachsene.” The 
pool at St. Jakob offers aqua-jogging for adults at the same time as the 
children’s swim class; register for this by clicking on “Anmeldeformular 
Aqua-Jogging” and filling out the PDF.
www.jfs.bs.ch/fuer-sportlerinnen-und-sportler/sportangebote/
kinder-jugendliche/sommer-schwimmkurse.html
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Summer Fun at the Kunsti Margarethen 
Until August 15
If you normally go ice-skating at the Kunsteisbahn (Kunsti) Margarethen in 
the winter, you should check out what they are offering this summer. The 
Sports Department Basel-Stadt has again teamed up with Robi-Spiel- 
Aktionen to transform the outdoor ice rink into a summer paradise of fun 
for kids with a pumptrack, mini-street skatepark, football field, bouncy and 
play castles, mini-golf, an electric train and roller-slide to ride, water play 
area, parkours, a giant slide, and so much more. Grab a lawn chair by the 
mini-pool and enjoy some refreshing drinks and snacks to recharge your 
batteries. Summer Kunschti Margarethen is open Wednesday to Friday from 
14:00–19:00, and Saturday and Sunday from 11:00–18:00 (July 31 only until 
17:00), only in dry weather; if in doubt, visit their website to check if they are 
open. On their website, you can also find a video showing the various activ-
ities around the facility. Entrance is free, as is participation in all workshops 
and activities (donations accepted); no registration is necessary. Wear 
comfortable clothing and for sports activities, bring your own helmet and 
protective padding, as well as your own skateboard, bike, or scooter, if you 
have them.
www.summer-kunschti.ch

www.velotouren-bs.ch/tcs-velogruppe/jahresprogramm-tcs
https://provelo-beiderbasel.ch/tourengruppe/
www.jfs.bs.ch/fuer-sportlerinnen-und-sportler/sportangebote/kinder-jugendliche/sommer-schwimmkurse.html
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Bikefestival Basel 
August 21 and 22
For the 24th year, Basel will be hosting this festival for fans of bicycle 
racing and stunts as well as for bicycle enthusiasts in general, with plenty 
to see and do. For two days, the Bikefestival Basel will present various 
cycling events, including approximately 700 contenders racing in the fi-
nals of the Proffix Swiss Bike Cup, one of the most important race series 
in Europe. The 1.5 km track is set entirely within the Schänzli Arena at St. 
Jakob, so that the audience can watch every part of the action. This year’s 
Bikefestival Basel will also feature the Pepita Trial Show—a sport that 
can only be described as extreme parkour on stunt bikes. Spectators will 
hold their breath as the contenders jump between obstacles and balance 
in the most unfathomable ways on their bikes. There will be shows at 
11:00, 13:00, and 15:00 on Saturday and at 11:00, 13:00, and 14:30 on Sun-
day. In the Bike World Jump Show, world-class athletes will defy gravity 
with their jumps, showing the best tricks at Bikefestival Basel. Slope-
style, with its obstacles that are newly designed each year, is so named 
because of its resemblance to world-class skiing on the extensive jump 
course. This event is an absolute crowd pleaser, setting the highest stan-
dard for adrenaline junkies. There will be shows at 11:30, 14:15, and 16:15 
on Saturday and at 11:30, 13:00, and 15:30 on Sunday.
The festival also includes events for those who would like to hop on the 
saddle themselves. One of them is the BLKB Bike Challenge on August 
21, where neither timing nor ranking is important, but first and foremost 
the joy of biking. The trails will be slightly modified this year to include a 
42 km route (930 m elevation change), a 68 km route (1,650 m elevation 
change), and brand new this year, a 20 km trail for beginners, families, 
and school classes (480 m elevation change). Also new this year is that 
the bike challenge also invites e-bikes and gravel bikes. With spectacular 
views, the event aims to motivate large sections of the population to en-
gage in sports while discovering Basel’s beautiful surroundings. Motivate 
your friends to join and do it together—the largest groups will be reward-
ed with valuable prizes. Additionally, the first 200 registrations also re-
ceive a free bike shirt from Bikebaselland and Bikeworld by SportXX, in 
your choice of tight-fitting or airy and casual; the only condition is that 
you have to wear it during the bike challenge. As every year, there are 

great prizes to be won, and each participant will receive a goody bag that 
includes a CHF 20 Velo Plus coupon, a voucher for pasta, as well as drinks 
and snacks. Visit their website to see a map of the different trails and 
register online to participate. Registration costs CHF 30–50 (depending 
on the trail length you choose) until the end of July; registration after that 
will incur an additional CHF 15 late fee. 
If you need more adrenaline, you can spend the weekend practicing and 
improving your time and stunts on the Primeo Energie Pumptrack—a 
small, oval, slanted track, full of twists, bends, and jumps. The Pumptrack 
is open to all bikers throughout the weekend. For the little racers of to-
morrow, the balance bike course is the big highlight. Shortly after learn-
ing to walk, these little bikers already cycle their laps on the course over 
simple obstacles. The Primeo Energie Kids Race is for everyone between 
ages 2–5 years on a short circuit. Registration takes place on site (if you 
don’t have a balance bike, you can rent one on site), and all participants 
will be rewarded with great prizes. You can ride and train on the course 
starting at 11.00. On Saturday, qualifications are at 14:30 and finals at 
15:30, and on Sunday, qualifications are at 14:30 and finals at 15:15.
Last but not least, Bike4Trails is a fun and entertaining fundraising event 
that takes place at 17:30 on Saturday on the race circuit of the Proffix 
Swiss Bike Cup. Here, hobby bikers, kids, and costumed cyclists on bikes, 
tandems, tricycles, or unicycles can ride to raise money for www.trailnet.
ch, an organization that supports and realizes the construction of cycling 
trails in northwest Switzerland. Sponsors can either make a contribution 
per round or a fixed donation to participants. So don your funniest cos-
tume, decorate your bike, and try to complete as many rounds as possible 
in the most entertaining or outrageous style. A first-class mountain bike 
will be raffled off among all participants! In addition, the three most 
original participants receive a gift. You can sign up for this event until 30 
minutes before the start.
Whatever your interests in cycling, come to the Schänzli Arena near St. 
Jakob—Europe’s largest bike arena—for a weekend of bike fun! Entrance 
is free.
www.bikefestival-basel.ch

Sports and Recreation (continued)
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Sports Classes for Kids
The Education Department of Basel-Stadt publishes an up-to-date data-
base of sports and exercise offers for children and youths ages 0–18. The 
“Sportkalender” lists many of the sports classes on offer at various clubs 
around the city, including badminton and other racquet sports, dance, 
gymnastics, hockey, judo, karate, rowing, skating, and yoga. In addition 
to regular training, it also lists workshops and camps that your children 
can attend; you can find everything you need with a few simple clicks. 
Some classes start in mid-August, but for many classes and activities 
you can still register to join at any time. Go to their website and click on 
“Sportkalender” to view the list of offers. Many clubs offer the option to 
do a no-obligation “Probelektion” (trial class) to see if your child enjoys 
the activity before signing up. Also be sure to ask about de-registration 
procedures (“Abmeldung”); while some commitments end with the ses-
sion, other clubs require you to de-register in writing 30 days before the 
end of a session or else you will be automatically enrolled in the next 
session and responsible for the course fee.
www.sportkalender.bs.ch 

Fitness Classes at Gsünder Basel
Gsünder Basel is a competent organization whose mission is to promote 
health through a balanced diet, regular exercise, and conscious relax-
ation. In addition to all the free classes that they offer in parks in the area 
throughout the summer months (for a list, see our “Get Going!” section), 
they offer a multitude of exercise and relaxation classes all year round. 
There are daytime, evening, and even weekend classes in a variety of 
sports, including aqua-power gymnastics, back training, body shape, 
Bollywood fitness, boot camp, kraft fit, Nordic walking, Pilates, tai chi/qi 
gong, water gymnastics, water jogging, yodeling and yoga. They also offer 
special classes for older people like back health. Integration Basel and 
the Basel Sports Department have also teamed up with them to offer 
fitness classes designed specifically for foreigners. These are taught in 
high German and allow you to further your understanding of German, 
while having fun getting fit. These classes include beginners’ and inter-
mediate swimming classes for women, as well as bike-riding classes. All 
classes start in August and run until December. For a complete list of 
courses available, go to their website and click on “Kurse.” For classes 
specifically designed for foreigners, click on “Kurse für MigrantInnen”.
Try a Class for Free: Recognizing that it is a little daunting to sign up for a 
class not knowing how you will get on, especially for those who are not 
native German speakers, they allow anyone to do a free “Schnupper Lek-
tion” (trial lesson) in most of their classes before registering. Simply go 
to their website, check out the list of classes from aqua jogging, 
body-shaping, and boot camp to yodeling, yoga, and Zumba, and then 
contact the office staff at 061-551-0120 or info@gsuenderbasel.ch to let 
them know that you would like to try a class (they can help you in English). 
As soon as you receive confirmation on your class of interest, you are 

good to do your free trial.
Get a Course Membership: If you want to avoid signing up for classes 
because you travel a lot or have an otherwise very unpredictable sched-
ule, then this offer is for you. You can buy a “Kurs-Abo” (class member-
ship) for CHF 250 that entitles you to 10 lessons that you pick and choose 
from their very long list of classes (ie, a cost of CHF 25 per class). Go to 
the website and pick the class and time of your choice from those labeled 
“Auch geeignet fürs Kurs-Abo” (also suitable for course membership), 
which includes almost all courses. Then contact the office staff at 061-
551-0120 or at  info@gsuenderbasel.ch or at 061-551-0120 from 9:00–
14:00 Monday to Thursday or from 9:00–11:30 on Friday to confirm your 
participation. If you don’t pre-register for a class, you can only partici-
pate if the class is not at capacity. Your Kurs-Abo is good for one full year 
from the date of purchase; be sure to bring it with you each time. www.
gsuenderbasel.ch/ kursangebote/kurs-abo
www.gsuenderbasel.ch 

White-Water Rafting
Huningue, France
Did you know that you can go white-water rafting only 5 minutes from Basel 
in Huningue, France? Just across the French border, near the Novartis 
campus, they have an artificially constructed water canal that offers raft-
ing, kayaking, canorafts, and hydrospeed; in essence, there is water fun 
for the whole family. The river is considered medium-difficult level (class 
II). There are some areas of free passage; some with irregular waves, 
medium currents, or weak whirlpools; as well as rapids and some easy 
obstacles. You need to wear a bathing suit or shorts, or a wet suit if you 
prefer (come already dressed as the changing rooms and showers will 
remain closed due to coronavirus protection measures). Life jackets, hel-
mets, and water shoes are obligatory; glasses, contact lenses, or lace-up 
shoes are not recommended. All equipment can be rented on site. Kids 
have to be age 9 to participate and age 12 to rent equipment; kids under 
age 15 need to be accompanied by an adult; adolescents ages 15–18 re-
quire written parental consent. You can also use the waters with your own 
equipment for a 2-hour block (€ 6.80) or daily rate (€ 17.00); discounts for 
students and holders of the colourkey card. Not permitted are inflatable 
devices, beach toys, stand-up paddles (SUP), or Canadian canoes exceed-
ing 4 meters. And if you have had enough of the water, there are play-
grounds for the kids, a climbing wall, a parcours for orienteering, a kiosk, 
and places to have a picnic. They are open March to November, with open-
ing hours from 9:00–21:30 throughout the summer months (9:00–19:30 on 
weekends), and shorter opening hours in spring and autumn. They also 
offer special summer courses for kids ages 9–15; register two kids and get 
the third 50% off. New this year is a Wednesday morning class for kids ages 
6–9. The number of spots is limited, so contact them at +33-389-89-7020 
or via their website at www.ville-huningue.fr/en/canoeing-course-kids/.
www.ville-huningue.fr/en/White-water-sport/ 
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Baselland Cantonal “Schwingfest” (Swiss Wrestling Festival) 
August 22
Want to experience a truly Swiss sports tradition? Then you should head to 
the 105th Basellandschaftliches Kantonalschwingfest. “Schwingen”—a 
competition of Swiss-style wrestling—has been around for hundreds of 
years. In contrast to traditional wrestling, the events are held outdoors, on 
circular arenas matted with sawdust. In addition to their traditional clothing, 
the two wrestlers wear short pants made of burlap and held up by a belt. 
To start the match, the wrestlers hold each other by those pants and then, 
as in traditional wrestling, try to trip or throw their opponents so that they 
end up on their backs. There are numerous throws they can use, many 
similar to those used in traditional wrestling or judo. The match ends when 
one wrestler manages to throw his opponent down so both of his shoulders 

touch the ground, while holding on to the loser’s pants. At the same time, 
the fighters are awarded points for the throws they use, so if neither of the 
two manages a winning throw after a given period of time, the more active 
fighter receives the higher number of points. As a sign of respect for each 
other, the competitors shake hands before and after each bout, and the 
winner brushes the sawdust off the loser’s back after the bout. This year’s 
Basellandschaftliches Kantonalschwingfest will take place in Muttenz, 
Schulhaus Breite (Schulhausstrasse8). The participants will compete from 
8:15 until the final at 16:30, which will be followed by the awards ceremonies 
and crowning of the Schwinger “king.” 
https://schwingklubmuttenz.ch/bl.kant.2021

www.gsuenderbasel.ch/kursangebote/kurs-abo
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reduce demand include protection from exposure to smoke, tobacco prod-
uct content regulations, transparent disclosures, packaging and labelling, 
public awareness and education, advertising, promotion and sponsorship, 
as well as reduction measures for demand concerning cessation and de-
pendence. One of the core demand-reduction provisions concerns the 
promotion and sale of tobacco products to and by minors.
Initially, the treaty was signed by 168 countries and it is now legally binding 
in the 181 countries that have ratified it. Ironically, although the treaty was 
adopted at the 56th World Health Assembly in Geneva and Switzerland was 
one of the signatories, the country has yet to ratify it, making it one of only 
15 United Nations member states that are considered “non-parties” of the 
treaty. 
One way of quantifying the implementation of tobacco control policies in 
different countries is the Tobacco Control Scale. This scale is based on key 
policies described by the World Bank, which they say should be prioritized 
in a comprehensive tobacco control program. Switzerland’s current tobacco 
laws, which are some of the most liberal in the world, have helped place 
them second-to-last in Europe on this scale! In 2019, the Tobacco Control 
Scale ranked Switzerland 35th out of the 36 European countries surveyed, 
down from being ranked 21st out of 35 countries in the 2016 ranking.

The Situation in Switzerland
The average rate of smokers (age 15 and older) in Switzerland is currently 
around 22.3%, which is lower than in neighboring countries like France 
(31.4%), Austria (27.8%), and Germany (26.3%), but considerably higher than 
in countries like the United Kingdom 
(17.5%), the United States (17.5%), Cana-
da (13%), and Australia (11.8%). While the 
percentage of Swiss smokers has been 
declining slightly in the last few years, the 
actual number of smokers has increased, 
due to the country’s population growth. In 
Switzerland, men are more likely to 
smoke or to have smoked (55.3%) than 
women (42.1%), which may explain some 
of the gap in life expectancy between 
Swiss men (81.7 years) and women (85.4 
years).
Nearly a third of Swiss youths ages 15–25 
have used tobacco products or are current 
users. There are no federal laws specify-
ing age limits on the sale of tobacco prod-
ucts, only cantonal laws. Nine cantons 
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Holy Smokes — What to Know About 
Smoking in Switzerland By Emily Johnson-Haug

When moving to Switzerland, it is easy to find yourself enamored with the 
beautiful landscape, the high standard of living, the vast and well-connected 
transport system, and so on... Yet there is one very unpleasant surprise—the 
high number of smokers and constant clouds of smoke in public places.

Smoking, its Marketing, and the Tobacco Industry
Tobacco products like cigarettes have long been deemed hazardous to the 
health of their consumers. In fact, tobacco is the one product that if used 
as intended, frequently results in death, killing one in two (lifelong) smok-
ers. Yet oddly enough, that information alone does not seem to be a deter-
rent. According to the World Health Organization (WHO), tobacco smoking 
kills more than 8 million people world-wide every year (7 million directly 
and 1.2 million indirectly). 
When medical reports linking cigarette smoking and disease started to 
make headlines in the 1950s, tobacco companies began manufacturing 
cigarettes with filters, claiming that the filters made cigarettes safer and 
healthier. However, there is little evidence that filters create a healthier 
product. In fact, they are full of plastics and have been manufactured to 
change color on the side that touches the consumer’s mouth to convince 
consumers that the smoke is being filtered.
In the 1960s and 1970s, smoking ads began to target women, promoting 
cigarette use as a way to stay slim, essentially exploiting and manipulating 
women into believing that smoking meant empowerment. (Historically, a 
woman who was smoking indicated that she was a prostitute, and even 
today that connotation still exists in much of Africa and the Middle East.) 
With cigarette smoking, not only the smokers themselves but also others 
in their vicinity are exposed to harmful chemicals in second-hand smoke. 
In the 1980s, a movement highlighting the hazards of second-hand smoke 
gained traction. In response, the tobacco industry launched a campaign 
promoting the rationale that smokers were being treated as second-class 
citizens and comparing the right to smoke with the right to free speech in 
the United States. Essentially, they sought to make people equate smoking 
with freedom, disregarding health and longevity as inalienable rights for all 
in favor of the freedom to smoke for few. Ultimately, however, many coun-
tries recognized the health hazards associated with smoking and imple-
mented restrictions on when and where people could smoke.

Control of Tobacco Products Internationally
In May 2003, the World Health Organization (WHO) adopted the Framework 
Convention on Tobacco Control (FCTC)—the first world-wide public health 
treaty. The FCTC reaffirms the right of all people to the highest standards 
of health. The goals of the treaty include implementing measures to price 
and tax tobacco in a way that reduces demand. Non-price-related goals to 
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(including Aargau) have set the age of sale at 16 years, 15 cantons (including 
Basel-Stadt, Baselland, Jura, and Solothurn) at 18 years, and two cantons 
do not have any laws regulating age limits (Appenzell Innerrhoden and 
Schwyz). Smoking in these two cantons is even considered a “rite of pas-
sage,” and children as young as 6 years old are given cigarettes during 

traditional festivals like 
“Funkensonntag” (spark 
Sunday).
Since 2010, restrictions are in 
place in Switzerland on where 
people can smoke. Thus, 
smoking is banned in any 
workplace that has more than 
one individual, as well as in 
enclosed areas that are open to 
the public, such as public 
transportation, restaurants, 

public buildings, and offices. However, smoking is still permitted outdoors 
(including restaurant terraces and at bus and tram stops), in designated 
smoking rooms, and in private homes.  
Despite these limitations on where people can smoke, tobacco advertising, 
even that targeting young people, has remained relatively unchanged. Some 
cantons (including Basel-Stadt and Baselland) have some restrictions on 
advertising posters for tobacco products in public spaces, and a handful of 
cantons prohibit tobacco advertisements in cinemas. However, regulations 
still allow Kiosks to be covered in tobacco product advertising; packaging 
remains branded, even though it has to include text warnings on the front 
and images on the back; and cigarette sponsorship for concerts, festivals, 
sporting events, and the like remains very common. 

E-Cigarettes
E-cigarettes are available with more than 7,000 flavors, and with flavors 
like cotton candy, Kool-Aid, sweet tarts, gummy bears, and Skittles, they 
are heavily marketed toward youths. Vaping is often considered an aid to 
help with smoking cessation, yet while the rate of vape/ e-cigarette users 
has increased, the rate of cigarette smokers has not decreased. World-
wide, e-cigarette use is surging among adolescents. In Switzerland, 
50.9% of boys and 34.8% girls under age 15 have tried e-cigarettes, with 
20.6% of boys and 12.9% of girls admitting that they had used an e-ciga-
rette in the last month.

The Economic Implications of Smoking in Switzerland
Economically, tobacco is important for Switzerland, which is home to 
Phillip Morris International, British American Tobacco, and Japan Tobac-
co International. Switzerland likely is attractive for these companies 
because it has not ratified the FCTC. KPMG released a report in 2017 
stating that the tobacco industry employs 11,500 people and contributes 
CHF 6.3 billion annually to the Swiss economy. The report also stated that 
the importance of the tobacco exports (CHF 561 million) is comparable to 
that of cheese (CHF 578 million) and chocolate (CHF 785 million) exports. 
Moreover, many of the tobacco products that do not meet European qual-
ity standards are exported to Africa.
A major reason big tobacco companies have such a stronghold on the 
government is the massive tax revenues these companies generate. 
However, when matched against the burdens caused by smoking on the 
healthcare and social systems, the tax revenues do not cover these smok-
ing-related costs. In 2015, tobacco-related direct costs to the healthcare 
system accounted for CHF 3 billion (about 4% of total healthcare expen-
ditures), and indirect costs accounted for roughly CHF 2 billion. Addition-
ally, tobacco consumption accounts for 15% of deaths in Switzerland.

Reform Is on the Table
The last structural change in Switzerland regarding tobacco usage occurred 
in May 2010 with the ban on smoking in enclosed public buildings. Currently, 
new laws are being discussed in parliament, with a hope of rollout in 2023, 
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Scary Facts About Cigarettes
• Nicotine is a pesticide that has been banned for use as an insecti-

cide in the EU since 2009. 
• In humans, nicotine produces long-lasting alterations to the brain 

that cause 80-90% of smokers to become addicted, making ciga-
rettes as hard to quit as heroin or cocaine. 

• Aside from nicotine, cigarettes can contain numerous other toxins 
ranging from radioactive isotopes, arsenic, cyanide, added sugars, 
freebasing agents (including ammonia), dirt, mold, antifreeze, in-
sect excrement, etc. These compounds account for nearly a third 
of the contents of an average cigarette.

Emily Johnson-Haug 
Emily Johnson-Haug is a certified nutritional 
advisor and fitness trainer committed to coach-
ing, educating, and supporting clients in achiev-
ing their health, fitness and nutrition related goals. She uses scientifically 
proven methods and does not believe in ultra-restrictive diet practices 
such as cutting out entire food groups or following diet trends. Food is the 
most important factor affecting your health and wellbeing. Get in touch 
with her today if you are ready to reshape your habits and health!  
emily@johnsonhaug.com 

which are aimed at regulating at the federal level the age limit of tobacco 
sales as well as advertising, promotion, and sponsorship aimed at youths. 
There is heavy push-back from the tobacco industry lobby to this proposal, 
which argues that the reform is too radical. A main argument against the 
proposal is that placing a ban on advertising, promotion, and sponsorship 
aimed at youths would essentially mean an entire ban on all advertising, 
promotion, and sponsorship. 
Worldwide, several measures have been shown to be highly successful in 
reducing the rate of tobacco use, including increasing the price of tobacco 
products, restricting smoking in public and workplaces, banning advertis-
ing, and promoting public health campaigns with better consumer informa-
tion (eg, publishing research findings on the potential health risks). While 
the currently proposed measures would likely lead to a reduction in the 
smoking rate in Switzerland, the outlook that they will be passed is unfor-
tunately grim. 
One argument against increasing the price of tobacco products is that it may 
have a greater effect on the poor. However, since smoking contributes to 
world poverty, one could argue that reducing the availability of tobacco 
products to people from lower socioeconomic classes could potentially aid 
in the battle against world poverty. 
Another consideration in the fight against cigarette smoking is the environ-
mental claim that smoking is a nontrivial cause of global warming. Every 
year, tens of thousands of acres of tropical forest are destroyed to plant and 
cure tobacco leaves. Smoking is also a substantial contributor to fires 
worldwide, and significant amounts of petrochemicals are used in the grow-
ing and manufacturing processes. With the growing concern for the state 
of the environment, especially among youths, entwining the two issues 
could serve as a strong deterrent to smoking.
Consider this: Every year about 9,500 people in Switzerland die from smok-
ing, compared with the coronavirus pandemic, which has claimed the lives 
of about 11,000 people in Switzerland in the past 18 months. Shouldn't 
smoking also be considered an epidemic? (The WHO does, in fact, call it an 
epidemic world wide!) 
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and symptoms of a heart attack or stroke and what to do; and first aid for a 
choking baby, child, or adult. How does this special format work? To enable 
each participant to practice the first-aid techniques taught in the class, they 
will receive their own inflatable CPR manikin by mail to their chosen ad-
dress. This manikin will then be theirs to keep. Participants will also receive 
a paper copy of the abbreviated course booklet with the main emergency 
protocols, medical phrases, and emergency numbers. The training will be 
delivered via Zoom, and participants are asked to enable their camera to 
allow maximum interaction and for the course trainer to assess practical 
exercises. There will be plenty of opportunities for questions throughout the 
session. The workshop will also use other interactive features, including 
polls. If two participants in the same household who would usually have 
close physical/intimate contact are able to share a manikin, then only one 
registration is needed. Following the course, attendees will receive a course 
certification (HealthFirst Certificate of Attendance in CPR), which is valid 
for 2 years. The workshop will be conducted in English by the organization 
HealthFirst, costs CHF 140, and will be held from 9:00–13:30. Register 
online at www.healthfirst.ch/event/saving-lives-17-july-2021/.
www.healthfirst.ch

JUKIBU Story Time
August 21
The newest branch of the GGG Stadtbibliothek, St. Johann JUKIBU, offers 
media for children and adolescents in over 50 languages. They also offer 
multilingual story times each week that will take place at the library. On 
August 21, they will be hosting storytelling in French and German from 
10:30-12:00 (for children ages 4 and up), and storytelling in Spanish from 
14:30-16:00 (for parents and their toddlers). Visit the website for a detailed 
list of activities at https://tinyurl.com/JUKIBUevents. 
www.stadtbibliothekbasel.ch/de/stjohannjukibu.html 
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Summer Camps for Kids
Numerous day camps in the Basel region can help keep your kids busy 
during the summer school holidays. Various clubs and organizations offer 
a wide range of day camps for all age groups, from sports such as acrobat-
ics, hiking, horseback riding, tennis, and soccer to creative arts such as 
painting, pottery, and a variety of arts and crafts. For parents looking to find 
the right camps for their kids during school breaks, we have created a table 
with a long list of camp providers, with a description of the camps they offer, 
the season in which their camps are normally offered, the approximate age 
range of the kids, the main language of the camp, as well as their website 
for more information and registration. You can download it from our website 
at www.basellife.com by clicking on “Resources.”

Saving Lives: CPR & Emergency First Aid 
July 17

“Saving Lives: CPR & 
Emergency First Aid” is a 
4.5-hour online course 
teaching basic skills to 
enable participants to save 
lives by administering car-
diopulmonary resuscita-
tion (CPR) and emergency 
first aid. The course is 

lively and packed full of information that is easy to understand and remem-
ber. Topics include a step-by-step approach to medical emergencies with a 
protocol to follow; how to call for emergency help in Switzerland and what 
to say; how to assess a person’s level of consciousness; putting an uncon-
scious baby, child, or adult into a safe position (the “recovery position”); how 
to give CPR to babies, children, and adults; an introduction to using an 
automated external defibrillator; what to do in the case of drowning; signs 

Summer Program at Augusta Raurica
Augusta Raurica was a Roman settlement that was constructed about  
15 BC. For over 300 years, it was a flourishing metropolis with about 
15,000 inhabitants. Today, the remnants, which are spread over the two 
communities of Augst and Kaiseraugst, are an excavation site, research 
center, and museum with impressive ruins and rich finds. Only 20 minutes 
from Basel, visitors can get a glimpse into life as it was in Roman times—
the ruins and an associated animal park are freely accessible. A visit to 
the museum is a must, where you can see an extensive collection of ar-
tifacts, including household items of the period, jewelry and costumes, 
coins, religious artifacts, tools, and the largest silver treasure of late 
antiquity. In recent years, a Roman coffin made of lead was discovered by 
chance in Augst. It has been carefully recovered and meticulously exam-
ined and has provided exciting insights into the life of a Roman lady who 
lived 1,600 years ago. It is the subject of a special exhibit entitled “Unter 
der Lupe. Einer römischen Lebensgeschichte auf der Spur” (Under the 
magnifying glass. On the trail of a Roman life story) at the museum.

This year’s late-summer Roman festival (Römerfest) has fallen victim to 
the pandemic once again. Nonetheless, there will be something going on 
every day at Augusta Raurica. In addition to visiting the site and the mu-
seum, visitors can participate a wide variety of daily drop-in offers from 
13:00–17:00, as well as workshops and guided tours on Wednesdays, 
Saturdays, and Sundays at 13:00 and 15:00 from July 10 to August 15. 
Augusta Raurica can be reached by car or public transport: You can take 
bus 81 from Aeschenplatz, direction Reigoldswil/Liestal to the stop 
called Augst (www.aagl.ch). From there it is a 10-minute walk to the 
museum. Alternatively, you can take the S1 train from the Basel SBB to 
Kaiseraugst and walk about 15 minutes to the museum (www.sbb.ch). In 
the summer months, you can also take a scenic boat ride from Schiff- 
lände to Augst or Kaiseraugst and walk 20 minutes to the museum. Note 
that the boat ride takes 110 minutes to get there and 90 minutes for the 
return; check the timetable at www.bpg.ch.
www.augustaraurica.ch/en
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JUKIBU & BCT English Story Time
August 28
The Basel Children’s Trust (BCT) is inviting young readers and book lovers 
to an English story time with a coordinating craft for children ages 0–5. The 
event will take place from 10:30–11:00 at the Bibliothek St. Johann JUKIBU 
(Lothringerplatz 1, 4056 Basel) and is free for all families. Participants are 
invited to stay and browse the impressive selection of English and other 
language books at the library. Sign up for this event on their website. 
www.baselchildrenstrust.ch

Family Nature Walk Neuhof Reinach
August 29

The Basel Children’s Trust 
(BCT) is calling all nature 
and farm lovers for a walk 
and guided tour of a farm 
led by the owners! There 
will be plenty of stops to 
greet the animals and see 
how the farm works. Op-
tional donkey rides will be 

offered at the end of the tour for CHF 5. The event is open to all families and 
will take place from 15:30–17:00. The farm is a short walk from the Reinach 
Süd stop on tram 11, and the meeting point is by the trampoline. Cost is 
CHF 5 for BCT families and CHF 10 for non-member families (you can pay 
at the event). Please note that if you are driving, there is no parking on site 
but there is parking in Reinach nearby. You need to sign up for this event at 
naturedetectives.bct@gmail.com.
www.baselchildrenstrust.ch

Stories under the Umbrella in the Park 
Until September 24
Until September 24, the “Schirm-Scharm,” a mobile 
library, comes to Basel’s parks and the Schwimmbad Eglisee! A team of 
professional entertainers will spread out an umbrella, blanket, and lots 
of books, inviting children ages 0–12 to browse, play, do puzzles and 

crafts, or listen to stories. During the school holidays, from July 12 to 
August 13, they will be at the Eglisee swimming pool on Monday to Friday 
from 14:30–17:30. Until July 2 and then from August 16 to September 24, 
Schirm-Scharm will take place from 15:00–17:00 on Tuesdays at Mat-
thäusplatz, Liesberger Matte, Quartiertreffpunkt Hirzbrunnen, Stein-
bühlmätteli, and Spielplatz Giessliweg; on Wednesdays at Schopf-
heimerstrasse and Ackermätteli; on Thursdays at Helvetiapark, 
Erlenmattpark, Breitematte, and Margarethenpark; and on Fridays at 
Spielplatz Roggenburgstrasse, Liestaler Anlage, and St. Johanns-Park. 
This is a free offer from the GGG Stadtbibliothek Basel.
www.stadtbibliothekbasel.ch

Art Classes and Workshops for Kids
K’Werk is an organization that offers creative classes and workshops for 
kids and teens throughout the year. They will be offering several classes, 
including cartoons, comic/illustration, computer animation, drawing, 
experimentation workshops, fabric and yarn, film/video, game design, 
painting, and photography, as well as a class on different printing tech-
niques. These German-language classes are very popular and start at 
the end of August, so don’t delay and sign up now. You can find a complete 
list of classes, dates, times, locations, and age groups, as well as register 
on their website.
www.kwerk.ch

Electronics and Technical Classes for Youths 
The Jugend Elektronik & Technikzentrum (JETZ) is an organization that 
offers electronic and technical workshops and classes for youths to de-
velop interests and talents that meet the requirements of Switzerland’s 
high-tech industry and thus contribute to securing the Swiss workplace. 
There will be two 2-day trial classes this summer to give youths ages 
11–18 a chance to try their hand at electronics. The first course is on July 
5 and 6 and the second one on August 11 and 12 at their Muttenz location; 
register on their website at www.jetz.ch/kursangebot.html. Also, new 
evening classes for beginners ages 13–18 will be starting at the end of 
summer; check their website for details and to register. 
www.jetz.ch

Basel, our beloved smallish, big city, offers an interesting mix of modern 
architecture; historical buildings; and quaint cobblestone streets rid-
dled with artistic sculptures, curious statues, colorful murals, historical 
fountains, intricately detailed mailboxes, and other such works of art. A 
short walk through any part of town will have you discovering interesting 
and artistic gems at every corner.
How well do you know Basel? Check out the “Where in Basel?” picture 
in each issue and if you recognize the location you have a chance to win 
a fabulous price. If you think you know where this month’s picture was 
taken, send us an email at info@basellife.com with the subject title 
“Where in Basel?” by Monday, July 5. Among the respondents, we will 
raffle off one copy each of the books “The Swiss Economy in a Nutshell,” 
“Gardens Schweiz/Suisse/Switzerland,” and “Wild Swim Schweiz/ 
Suisse/Switzerland,” all published by Bergli Books.  We will then post 
the solution on our Facebook page (www.facebook.com/
basellifemagazine).
Good Luck!
Solution to last month’s “Where in Basel?”: The image showed a tower of 
the former Warteck brewery in Kleinbasel.

mailto:info@basellife.com
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THE SWISS ECONOMY 
IN A NUTSHELL
This fourth volume in the bestselling “Switzerland in a Nutshell Series” 
published by Bergli Books presents the entire Swiss economy in one 
concise and entertaining book, with cartoons by legendary Swiss car-
toonist Mix & Remix. From secretive banks to rock-bottom interest rates, 
from starting a business to companies large and small, from taxes to 
trade unions, from a winning currency to the volatile Swiss Market Index, 
this book is a fun read for students, businesspeople, market gurus, and 
anyone curious to understand the financial underpinnings of one of the 
world’s most admired economies. The book costs CHF 19.90; be sure to 
pick up your copy of “The Swiss Economy in a Nutshell” at your local 
bookstore or directly from Bergli Books.
www.bergli.ch 

Small Jobs for Youths
If your teenager is looking to do odd jobs for pocket money, or if you need 
someone to perform an odd job for you, there is a website that can help pair 
you with the appropriate person. The SmallJobs “Sackgeld-Jobbörse Re-
gion Basel” (pocket money job exchange) pairs young job seekers with 
people looking for help and is affiliated with several of Basel’s youth centers, 
including Jugendzentrum Dreirosen (www.dreirosen-jugendzentrum.ch), 
Jugendzentrum Breite (www.jugi-breiti.ch), Mobile Jugendarbeit Basel 
(www.mjabasel.ch), Jugendzentrum Eglisee (www.eglisee.ch), Jugend-
haus Lavater (www.jugi-lava.ch), and Badhuesli Jugend & Kultur St. Jo-
hann (www.jugi-badhuesli.ch). 
Who can offer a small, odd job and how can it be advertised? Jobs can be 
offered by individuals (eg, senior citizens) or families, businesses, or other 
institutions who need occasional help with activities such as shopping, 
cutting the lawn or other gardening help, washing windows, help setting up 
a computer or smartphone, or distributing flyers. Interested parties can 
register the small job on the online “Smalljobs” platform. 
Who can apply for a pocket-money job, and what is the registration process 
for young people? Young people ages 13–17 can apply for a pocket-money 
job by registering on the Smalljobs website. To do this, youths must down-
load the “Jugendapp” (youth app) from the app store (iOS, Android); the 
direct link to the app is https://l.jugend.app/. After registration, there is a 
short personal interview with the youth work office in charge of the job 
exchange, to which youths must also bring a signed parental consent form. 
After that, the youth’s account will be activated, and he or she can apply for 
advertised jobs.
For the protection of all parties, strict hygiene rules to protect against 
Covid-19 must be followed, as well as guidelines for the posting of jobs and 
the use of the job exchange. For more information or to register, visit their 
website.
https://basel.smalljobs.ch

The “Basel Eats Waste-Free” Campaign 
Take-away offers are practical—we have certainly seen an increase in this 
practice in recent years, and this has only risen exponentially since the 
onset of the pandemic. Unfortunately, take-away meals normally mean 
disposable tableware (dishes, plastic containers, utensils, etc.), and this has 
numerous disadvantages. The resources and energy necessary to produce 
disposable tableware are large; additionally, disposable tableware leads to 
a lot of waste, some of which often ends up polluting public spaces. Finally, 
disposable tableware is also a poor economic choice because both the take-
away business and the consumers must pay for packaging that is only 
bought to be thrown away shortly afterwards.

The “Basel isst abfallfrei” (Basel eats waste-free) campaign makes it easier 
for take-away businesses and consumers to use reusable tableware in on-
the-go catering. Participating take-away businesses are marked with a 
sticker at the entrance indicating that customers can bring in their reusable 
tableware (eg, lunch box, reusable containers, utensils, etc.) to be filled 
instead of using disposable containers and tableware. 
Reusable tableware has many advantages, which go far beyond avoiding 
waste. Many take-away establishments sell their products more cheaply in 

reusable dishes, benefitting their customers. In turn, take-away businesses 
allowing reusable tableware benefit from a clientele that are appreciative 
of the environmentally friendly approach and are more likely to come back. 
And let’s be honest, coffee from a proper cup and food eaten from a sturdy 
container or dish simply taste better! Additionally, food waste can be actively 
avoided with reusable tableware because leftovers can easily be sealed and 
taken away for later consumption.
The “Basler Littering-Gespräche” (Basel Litter Talks) working group is in-
volved in the “Basel isst abfallfrei” campaign. The working group is made 
up of representatives from businesses (Coop, Denner, Globus, Migros, 
Manor, McDonald’s, Starbucks, Valora, Gewerbeverband Basel-Stadt, Pro 
Innerstadt) and public authorities (Stadtreinigung, Amt für Umwelt und 
Energie) and is jointly committed to combating littering. Beyond Basel, 
other cities and municipalities are also joining the campaign. So do your 
part to combat unnecessary waste and look for the “Basel isst abfallfrei” 
logo for your next take-away meal; you can find a list of participating busi-
nesses at https://abfallfrei.ch/basel. 
www.abfallfrei.ch

Win a copy in our 
“Where in Basel?” 

contest
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Changes in Traffic and Mode of Transportation in 2020

The latest traffic index calculated annually by the Office for Mobility indicat-
ed, not surprisingly, a significant decrease in traffic in Basel in 2020, with 
all modes of transportation showing a substantial decline during the pan-
demic. The most notable decline in mobility occurred in the number of 
commuters using public transportation, with a 35.4% reduction compared 
with the previous year. This decrease, which translates to a CHF 20.8 million 
loss for Basel’s public transport organization (BVB), is in line with the na-
tional trend and was a direct consequence of passengers’ fear of coronavi-
rus transmission in crowded busses, trams, and trains during the pandem-
ic. Car traffic was also down 18.2%, most likely due to the home office 
requirements, the closure of stores and leisure facilities, as well as the 
decline in tourism. Surprisingly, pedestrian traffic was also down 14.7% in 
2020, but this number may be skewed by the fact that most counting stations 
measure access traffic to public transportation stops; counting stations in 
other areas showed no change from previous years. Most interesting, how-
ever, is that bicycle traffic remained stable—compared with the previous 
year, its decline in 2020 was only 3%, despite home office requirements and 
other closures. In fact, during the pandemic, bicycle traffic increased in the 
evenings and on weekends. The fact that cycling was particularly popular 
is also shown by the surge in bicycle sales in 2020, which in Switzerland 
increased by 38%. 
With these current figures, Basel-Stadt has achieved the target set in the 
Environmental Protection Act of reducing traffic on city roads by 10% from 
2010 to the end of 2020. Car traffic on city streets had already declined by 
8% from 2010 to 2019. This trend would likely have continued even without 
the pandemic, as indicated by traffic figures for the “pandemic-free” 
months of January and February 2020. The decrease in motorized traffic 
has led to a noticeable reduction in congestion on Basel roads as well as a 
concomitant improvement in air quality. Let’s hope that some of our newly 
adopted habits can survive past the end of the pandemic!

MyClimate Audio Adventures
MyClimate Audio Adventures are acoustic discovery trips for three age 
levels—adults, youths, and children—in numerous Swiss cities and regions. 
The ever-changing regional and climate protection walks highlight cli-
mate-relevant topics, such as consumption, energy, politics, and econom-
ics, which in turn enables participants to experience climate protection and 
sustainability. These somewhat different discovery trips show participants 
the measures that are taken for local climate protection and where innova-
tions for more sustainability can be discovered. MyClimate Audio Adven-
tures generally include three different audio stories for the different age 
groups and are available for 12 Swiss cities in German and for 4 Swiss cities 
(including Basel) in English. The Audio Adventure Basel is a walking tour 
through the city, where audio files with information—packaged in a story—
are offered for 11 stations from the Basel SBB via Marktplatz and the Basler 
Münster to Kleinbasel and ultimately to Gundeldingerfeld. The audio files 
can be downloaded for various mobile devices, so no internet connection is 
needed during the walk itself. MyClimate Audio Adventures are currently 
available digitally via the izi.Travel platform. Their diversity makes MyCli-
mate Audio Adventures an ideal excursion, loaded with learning material 
for the whole family as well as schools.
https://izi.travel/en/switzerland/city-guides-in-basel

Basel’s Climate Trail 
“Was machst du? Das macht Basel!” (What are you doing? This is what 
Basel is doing!)—this is the motto of the new “Klimaweg Basel” (Basel’s 
new climate trail). Through 11 posts around the city, the new climate trail 
is aimed at educating the general public, school classes, and visitors to 
Basel about what measures Basel is taking to protect the environment, as 
well as to provide tips on climate protection measures that can be easily 
implemented in everyday life. 
In canton Basel-Stadt, much is already being done to protect the climate in 
many sectors, including construction, energy supply, transport, and urban 
planning. Each of the 11 posts, which are located in the triangle between 
Marktplatz, St. Alban ferry, and Kaserne, is dedicated to a topic—from con-
sumption to mobility to solar energy—and engages visitors with questions 
and tips on the respective topic, the challenges, and possible solutions. The 
climate trail tries to present the facts and figures simply, with lots of pic-

tures, graphics, 
and short texts 
that are reduced 
to the essentials. 
Reserve about 2 
hours to visit all 
11 posts, which 
can easily be 
reached on foot. 
The contents of 
the posts do not 
build on each 
other, so it is also 

possible to visit only individual posts. The posts are marked by signs with 
the climate path icon (a polar bear). The content can be accessed via smart-
phone and QR code, and all items can be downloaded as PDF files, making 
it possible to visit even without a data network connection. Every month, 
there is a photo competition at one of the 11 posts, where the aim is to take 
a close look around the site and photographically document the answer to 
the competition question, with the winners receiving a small surprise gift. 
The climate trail will be updated on an ongoing basis to take account of 
current developments.
www.klimaschutz.bs.ch/informationen-und-netzwerke/ fuehrungen-
und-rundgaenge/klimaweg.html 

Basel’s Geographic Center
The Grundbuch- 
und Vermessungs- 
amt (Surveying Of-
fice) of canton Basel 
Stadt recently an-
nounced the loca-
tion of the canton’s 
geographic center. 
What is the geo-
graphic center? 
Imagine cutting out 
the canton’s exact 
shape from a piece of cardboard—the geographic center is the point where 
you could stick a pin into the cardboard and it would be totally balanced. 
Basel’s geographic center is in the Hirzbrunnen neighborhood, on the side-
walk in front of the building at Im Heimatland 32; the coordinates are 
47°33'53.642''N / 7°36'54.970''E. The spot has now been marked with a 
marker in the ground and a sign next to it. By the way, the geographic center 
of Switzerland is at Älggi-Alp in canton Obwalden (coordinates 46°48'4''N / 
8°13'36''E).  Another fun fact: the geographic center for canton Appenzell- 
Ausserrhoden is actually located in canton Appenzell-Innerrhoden! 

www.klimaschutz.bs.ch/informationen-und-netzwerke/fuehrungen-und-rundgaenge/klimaweg.html
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Jazzfestival 
Basel The 31st Jazzfestival Basel is already in full swing! Despite all the road-

blocks imposed by the coronavirus pandemic, the organizers are success-
fully presenting great musicians from around the world—including Scandi-
navia, the Iberian peninsula, Italy, the Orient, Mali, Brazil, the United States, 
and the Caribbean—as well as important representatives of the current 
Swiss jazz scene. Tickets can be purchased online at www.starticket.ch; to 
learn more about the artists and the various concerts, visit their website.
www.offbeat-concert.ch/jazz-festival-basel-31 
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CONCERT DESCRIPTION

Känzig & Känzig Quartet
July 5 
Atlantis, Basel
19:30
CHF 31.00–76.90

Double bass player Heiri Känzig is an integral part of the international and national jazz scene; Anna Känzig’s 
crystal clear voice is one of the most concise in recent Swiss music history. And yet the careers of the renowned 
jazz musician and his successful pop musician niece did not intersect for a long time. But a first joint perfor-
mance gave the two musicians so much obvious joy on stage that now, accompanied by pianist Jean Paul 
Brodbeck and drummer Dominik Burkhalter, they are happy to repeat the experience. After a few intensive 
songwriting sessions, their repertoire was supplemented with own compositions. Anna Känzig likes to exper-
iment with various styles of music and feels at home in several genres, and when Känzig & Känzig play jazzy 
elements mixed with poppy passages, a unique chemistry and special atmosphere emerge. 

Kyle Eastwood Quintet
July 5
Atlantis Basel
21:15
CHF 35.10–81.90

The apple doesn’t fall far from the tree. Kyle Eastwood, son of Clint Eastwood, is a talented composer and an 
inventive, cosmopolitan jazz bassist. Fifteen years ago, he burst onto the jazz scene with his debut album. With 
six albums released since then, the Californian has delivered an impressive oeuvre and gained recognition as 
a musician and composer. He has been a star in his own right since his film music for “Gran Torino” and moved 
to New York to be around as many high-profile musicians as possible. The Eastwood Quintet has released three 
albums in the last four years and performed at most of the major festivals in Europe. Eastwood has four top 
musicians from London in his band—a groove in the style of a Cannonball Adderley quintet revival: jazzy, funky, 
expressive, and full of joy of playing!

Mare Nostrum— 
Fresu/Galliano/Lundgren
July 6
Stadtcasino Basel
21:15
CHF 37.20-93.90

The old saying that all good things come in threes all too often is a cliché, but rarely has it been so apt as with 
the Mare Nostrum Trio of Paolo Fresu, Richard Galliano, and Jan Lundgren. Here, a trio of musicians from the 
upper echelons of European jazz has come together. Each of the three is rooted in the musical tradition of his 
homeland and has used it to develop his own musical language. Together, they bring their individuality and 
inspiration to a multitude of projects, resulting in music that transcends borders and connects genres. All three 
are poets of sound, united in their love of melody—particularly in their third album, “Mare Nostrum III.”

The Astor Piazzolla Quintet
July 9
Stadtcasino Basel
20:00
34.10–89.00

100 years of Astor Piazzolla! For over 20 years, the virtuoso Astor Piazzolla Quintet has been carrying on the 
legacy of the tango revolutionary who died in 1992. After the maestro’s death, the project was founded by his 
widow to continue his spectacular legacy. The quintet, consisting of exceptionally gifted musicians in their 
fields, has enjoyed great success with performances at festivals such as the Montreux Jazz Festival and the 
Credicard Hall in São Paulo. The novel and provocative sound of Piazzolla’s unique compositions reinvented 
the tango at the time of its creation and has lost none of its fascination and its topicality to this day. The inter-
national press celebrates the formation as the only ensemble that can truly represent the luminary Piazzolla 
and his work.

Nils Petter Molvaer & Mino 
Cinelu
August 13
Dorfkirche, Riehen
20:00
CHF 36.10–70.80

Nils Petter Molvær, who just celebrated his 60th birthday, is always good for surprising collaborations. The 
quiet Norwegian shares a number of things with the French, Brooklyn-based percussionist Mino Cinelu—in 
particular their strong connection to Miles Davis. Cinelu worked as a percussionist for Davis in the early 1980s 
and Molvær has further developed Davis’ aesthetics for the new millennium. Their unusual combination has 
worked well, as evidenced by the quality of the duo’s recording, “SulaMadiana,” which sounds like a trip around 
the world. There is no other way to put it: singing, breathing, drumming, grumbling, whooping, strumming 
strings, and turning the knobs of their effects units, the Frenchman and the Norwegian make the most out of 
the possibilities of an island.

Fatoumata Diawara & Band
August 16
Stadtcasino Basel
20:00
CHF 33.10–86.90

Fatoumata Diawara can instigate, motivate, and inspire. Whether on stage at the microphone, in front of the 
camera, or at the theater. “I don’t want to hear any more that Africa is portrayed as weak in the media,” says 
the 37-year-old singer from Mali, who hopes that her generation will push for change. “Fenfo” is the name of 
her touching second solo album, which means something like “I have something to say.” And the singer does 
indeed take a stand, calling on her generation to commit itself more strongly to a modern Africa that should 
not forget its own traditions in the process. She advocates for women’s rights in a patriarchal society as much 
as she speaks out against circumcision and against the Islamists who plunged Mali into war in 2011. 

Jazzfestival 
Basel
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Stimmenfestival 
July 1–25
As its name implies, the Stimmenfestival is a 
music festival that celebrates the voice. While 
this festival usually hosts concerts across the 
three nations of Germany, Switzerland, and 
France, this summer’s edition will be restricted 
to a handful of concerts in Lörrach, Germany. 
This year’s performers from the national and 
international rock, pop, classical, and jazz music 
scene include Lisa Simone, Frank London’s Ghet-
to Songs, Sarah McCoy, and many more; all con-
certs will be held at the Burghof Lörrach; tickets 
cost € 29–42 for individual concerts.
www.stimmen.com

Montreux Jazz Festival 
July 2–17
Since 1967, the Montreux Jazz Festival has become a “must” for music fans 
in Switzerland and around the world, each year offering an impressive line-
up of acts from many different musical styles. This year’s festival, however, 
has been totally reconceived to accommodate the pandemic-related restric-
tions. A stage with a maximum capacity of 500 seats will be built entirely on 
the lake, a first in the festival’s history. Three other small-capacity stages, 
located in the halls and gardens of the Fairmont Le Montreux Palace (two 
of which offer free concerts), will host jazz concerts, jam sessions, work-
shops, etc. This year’s line-up will include Rag’N’Bone Man, Woodkid, 
Zucchero, Ibrahim Maalouf, Roberto Fonseca, and many more. Montreux is 
located in canton Vaud, about 2.5 hours from Basel; it is best to go by train 
as parking is limited. Special train discounts apply for the festival, and the 
train station is only a few minutes’ walk from the festival sites.
www.montreuxjazzfestival.com

Drive-in Cinema 
July 2–31

Want to be catapulted back in time, into a world where you can marvel at a 
25-meter movie screen from the comfort of your car? Come and enjoy clas-
sic films, cult films, and blockbusters as well as culinary delicacies from 
the 1950s. Girls on roller skates will serve you cheeseburgers, hot dogs, 
and milkshakes, and boys will serve you popcorn at your car window. If 
necessary, your car will be jacked up in front for the authentic feeling and 
an even better view of the projection screen! Cost for each film is CHF 30 
for a car with one person, CHF 50 for two people, and CHF 10 for each ad-
ditional person. VIP tickets are also available for CHF 94.90, which include 
two glasses of Prosecco, two burger combos (burger, fries, and drinks), and 
unlimited popcorn! The drive-in cinema will be located in Pratteln, near the 
Pratteln exit from the A2 motorway. Two films are shown on each Friday and 
Saturday night; the first movie starts at around 22:00 and the second just 
after midnight. Many films are in English with German subtitles. Check their 
website for a list of films, times, and dates and to book your tickets directly 
online; you can save money with their movie & food combo.
www.cinema-drive-in.ch

Rock’N’Read on the Atlantis Roof Top 
July 2, 16, 23, and 30; August 6 and 13
Without the spoken, sung, or shouted word, rock music as we know it today 
would not exist. Rock’N’Read gives these words a stage. Together with 
various musicians, the Atlantis invites you to a reading that rocks—funny, 
sad, weird, and always emotional, with excerpts from biographies or novels 
of world-famous musicians, read by their not-quite-so-famous colleagues 
who may have experienced something similar and more. This is a very 
personal homage to the lifestyle, the love of music, and reading. The ses-
sions take place on Friday evenings on the roof-top terrace of the Atlantis 

(in case of bad weather in the concert hall). For every Rock’N’Read event, 
their sun deck invites you to linger in an urban oasis starting at 18:00. Enjoy 
a delicious dinner or a cool drink! As the number of seats is limited, it is 
definitely worth making a reservation. Admission is free, but a small dona-
tion is always welcome. Check the website regularly for the full program; 
the read book will be raffled off each evening.
www.atlantis-basel.ch

Martha Argerich & Anastasia Voltchok
July 4
Argentinian pianist Martha Argerich and Russian pianist Anastasia Voltchok 
will be playing works by Sergej Rachmaninoff at the Stadtcasino Basel at 
19:30; tickets are CHF 45–135.
www.konzerte-basel.ch

Ensemble Symphonique Neuchâtel
July 7 and 8
Director and pianist Victorien Vanoosten and the Ensemble Symphonique 
Neuchâtel will be performing works by Johannes Brahms, Maurice Ravel, 
and Pyotr Ilyich Tchaikovsky. The concert will take place at the Stadtcasino 
Basel at 19:30; tickets are CHF 26–63.
www.konzertgesellschaft.ch

Siebedupf Wine and Music at the Atlantis 
July 9

Come to the Atlantis on this 
evening to be spoiled with a 
4-course menu paired with 
matching wines, presented 
by sommelier Pascal Meis-
ter of Siebedupf. Crown the 
evening with a concert by 
the Michael Oertel Trio. 
“Modern folk pop on the 

one hand, creative blues on the other, always with a little Black Keys touch 
in the sound …” writes Classic Rock Magazine about the current album of 
the Michael Oertel Band. The band has been inspired by timeless rock 
bands like Led Zeppelin and Pink Floyd, blues legends like Rory Gallagher 
and Eric Clapton, folk musicians such as Neil Young and J.J. Cale, 1990s 
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Britpop with bands like Oasis and Richard Ashcroft’s The Verve, and even 
1970s soul and funk artists like Jonny Guitar Watson or Marvin Gaye. This 
passion for diversity is reflected in the band’s concerts and albums. They 
devote themselves to the constant search for new timbres and ways to use 
Oertel’s distinctive voice. With creativity and the best craftsmanship, the 
Michael Oertel Band puts its own modern stamp on traditional blues, but 
also entices its audience with rock, funk, and folk sounds to dream or dance 
exuberantly. The event starts at 18:30 and costs CHF 135 per person; re-
serve your table at e.dellsperger@atlantis-basel.ch. 
www.atlantis-basel.ch

Rising Star Concert—Jinhee Kim and Omar Nicho
July 12
Winners of the “Concorso Chitarristico Internazionale Maurizio Biasini 
2018,” guitarists Jinhee Kim and Omar Nicho will be playing works by Astor 
Piazzolla, Sergio Assad, Magnus Lindberg, André Jolivet, Robert de Visée, 
Franz Schubert / Johann Kaspar Mertz, Rolf Riehm, Christoph Willibald 
Gluck, and Mario Castel-Nuovo Tedesco in the Hans Huber-Saal of the 
Stadtcasino Basel at 19:30; tickets are CHF 35 for adults and CHF 17.50 for 
students.
www.konzerte-basel.ch

The Hook
July 17
Permed hair, round sunglasses, turtlenecks, corduroy jeans, bell bottoms, 
and Chelsea boots are part of their outfit borrowed from the 1970s. Their 
stage presence, appearance, and music all intersect. They are no awkward 
revenants who have been surfing another tired wave of the 1970s for de-
cades. Rather, they are authentic believers with a record collection at least 
as rich as their talent. Their influences are Led Zeppelin, The Ramones, The 
Flamin Groovies, The Yardbirds, and other usual suspects. In the past year, 
The Hook have performed live over 100 times to enthusiastic audiences. 
Winners of the Atlantis Blues Clash 2019, they are returning to the roof 
terrace of the Atlantis in Basel with pure acoustic. Tables for dinner or just 
drinks before the show can be reserved at info@atlantis-basel.ch from 
18:00 and the concert starts at 20:30; tickets for the concert only are  
CHF 20 and are only available at the evening box office.
www.atlantis-basel.ch

Jazz Concert in Schützenmattpark
July 28; August 25
Starting at 19:00 on the last Wednesday of each month from spring to au-
tumn, jazz fans and park visitors can enjoy free live jazz music at the 
Restaurant Pavillon im Park (the restaurant located in the center of the 
Schützenmattpark), while their kids can blow off some steam on the play-
ground. With food, drinks, and ice cream for purchase, this is sure to be an 
outing that will please every member of the family.
www.parkpavillon.ch

Yonder Boys
August 7
The Berlin trio “Yonder Boys” is an Americana band that plays traditional 
folk instruments but brings a wide variety of influences to the genre. Tra-
ditional old-time Americana is mixed with rock, Latin, pop, and psychedelic 
influences. The band consists of vocal duo Jason Serious (vocals, guitar) 
and David Stewart Ingleton (vocals, banjo), who have performed as support 
for Billy Bragg, The Wood Brothers, Timber Timber, Other Lives, and Na-
thaniel Rateliff. They are joined by multi-instrumentalist Tomás Peralta 
(vocals, mandolin, lap steel, banjo, bass). You can catch them on the roof 
terrace of the Atlantis in Basel starting at 20:30. Tables can be reserved for 
dinner or just drinks at info@atlantis-basel.ch; tickets for the concert are 
CHF 10 and are only available at the evening box office.
www.atlantis-basel.ch

Zirkus FahrAwaY 
August 10, 11, 12, 27, 28, 29, 20, and 31
Graceful dancers and 
graceful jumps? Not a 
chance! Lift trucks, ten-
sion belts, and sledge-
hammers are the focus 
of “Ballet,” the new pro-
duction by Zirkus Fahr- 
AwaY. Seven artists stir up a lot of dust and present a somewhat different 
circus, spectacular and absurd, daring and poetic, thoughtful and funny, 
with gripping and pulsating live music. In “Ballet,” a group of acrobats and 
their little circus land in a strange place, imagine a whole world, build 

Open-Air Cinema Basel 
August 5–29
For nearly four weeks each summer, the Münsterplatz is transformed 
into a large outdoor cinema, with an enormous screen and proper seat-
ing. Named after its main sponsor, the Allianz Cinema will be presenting 
evening movies that include new releases, classics, a “surprise” night 
where the movie title is not unveiled until the presentation, as well as a 
family night especially designated for children. Movies are always shown 
in their original language, with German and (if available) French subtitles. 
Site and beer garden open at 19:00. Be sure to get there early as the seats 
are not numbered and are available on a first-come-first-served basis. 
As this is an open-air cinema, the seating area is not covered, but the 
films will be presented irrespective of weather. Note that the gastronomy 
area closes just prior to the presentation of the movie. You can buy your 
tickets online or at the box office on the spot. The program will be pub-
lished on July 16. Tickets are CHF 16 and will be available from July 20. 
Visit their website for more information on this event and for a complete 
list of the movie dates and times.
www.allianzcinema.ch/basel/basel.php

photo credits: © courtesy lisa simone (stimmenfestival); © cinema drive-in (drive-in cinema); © benjamin berthold (siebedupf wine and music);  
© ppr witwinkel / david hubacher (open-air cinema); © courtesy zirkus fahraway
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towers, and tear them down again. Music from adventurous instruments 
literally travels across the stage, the action appears in ever-changing light, 
and the audience, sitting on either side of the long stage, also has a very 
different perspective. “Ballet” is a poetic perpetuum mobile with industrial 
charm and touches people of all ages, without the need for specific lan-
guage skills. The FahrAwaY circus spectacle will be a guest this summer 
at the Station Circus in Basel (August 10–12), at the amphitheater at Au-
gusta Raurica (August 27 – September 1), and at the alti papieri (Schoren-
weg 1 in Arlesheim) (September 4 and 5). Artistry, poetry, and craftsman-
ship, accompanied by live music, merge into an enchanting overall 
experience. The show begins most nights at 20:00; entrance is free but there 
will be a collection.
www.zirkusfahraway.ch/termine

Polyfon Festival Basel
August 12–14
Formerly known as Open Air Basel, this 3-day music festival will take place 
in and around the Kaserne Basel. There will be several bands on each day 
from various countries, including Switzerland, the U.K., Sweden, Ukraine, 
Japan, and France. Entrance is free on Thursday, day passes are CHF 45 on 
Friday and Saturday, and 2-day passes (Friday/Saturday) are CHF 55; they 
can be purchased through www.starticket.ch.
www.polyfon.ch

Cinema Paradiso Arlesheim
August 13, 14, 19, 20, and 21
The town of Arlesheim presents Cinema Paradiso, open-air movie nights 
that will take place at the Schwimmbad (swimming pool) on August 13 and 
14, and on the Dorfplatz (village square) on August 19, 20, and 21. Food will 
be available starting at 19:00, bar and grill from 18:30, and at the swimming 
pool, the Schwimmbad restaurant will be open. Entrance is free but there 
will be a collection.
www.cinemaparadiso.ch

Chamber Music—Cuarteto Quiroga 
August 17
Cuarteto Quiroga, appointed quartet-in-residence in charge of the royal 
collection of decorated Stradivarius at Madrid’s royal palace, has estab-
lished itself as one of the most dynamic and unique quartets of its genera-
tion. They have won international acclaim from critics and audiences alike 

for their distinctive personality as well as their bold and original approach 
to the string quartet repertoire. They will be playing works by Joaquín Turi-
na, Dmitrij Schostakowitsch, Rodolfo Halffter, and Alberto Ginastera at the 
Hans Huber-Saal of the Stadtcasino Basel at 19:30; tickets are  
CHF 39.20–69.80.
www.kammermusik.org

The Art of Solo—Joachim Kühn / Stefano Bollani
August 19
Offbeat and Kunstmuseum Basel together present “The Art of Solo,” which 
will take place at the Martinskirche Basel. Audiences can look forward to a 
firestorm of improvised music, new musical territory, and exciting journeys 
of discovery! This special piano evening will start at 20:00 with Joachim 
Kühn playing works by the great jazz innovator Ornette Coleman. His new 
album “Melodic Ornette Coleman” has already won the German Record 
Critic’s Prize. Also on this evening, Italian pianist, composer, and singer 
Stefano Bollani will play from his latest album, “Piano Variations on Jesus 
Christ Superstar.” Bollani has worked with numerous jazz artists as well as 
with Italian pop musicians throughout his almost 30-year career. Tickets to 
this double-concert event cost CHF 47.40–70.80 and can be purchased 
through www.starticket.ch.
www.offbeat-concert.ch

Basel’s Outdoor Jazz Fest 
August 20

This year marks the 37th edition of the must-experience “Em Bebbi sy 
Jazz”—the outdoor jazz event that takes place in Basel every year on a 
Friday night in late August. From 18:00 until about 01:00, dozens of jazz 
groups, including street bands and choirs with over 500 musicians and 

Nordic Sounds—Rymden 
August 18
The new Scandinavian jazz formation Rymden can rightly be 
called an all-star trio. After all, three veterans of Nordic jazz—
pianist Bugge Wesseltoft, bassist Dan Berglund, and drummer 
Magnus Öström—make up this trio that would never have been 
conceived without the success story of the legendary Esbjörn 
Svensson Trio (EST). Öström and Berglund set new standards in 
European jazz in the EST, as did Wesseltoft with his band project 
New Conception of Jazz. Rymden, which means “space,” is what 
this trio gives to their music. The driving sounds and rhythms of 
club and pop culture, with which the musicians infused jazz in 
their earlier projects, can also be found in the stylistically limit-
less music of Rymden. Heavy rock grooves, fusion influences, 
and melancholic-atmospheric songwriting flow into the sound 
of this mostly acoustic trio, whose influences range from Bach 
to the alternative rock band Radiohead. Be sure to catch this 
fascinating band live at the Volkshaus Basel at 20:00; tickets are 
CHF 30.00–74.90.
www.offbeat-concert.ch
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Opera—The Magic Flute
August 22
Theater Basel presents the most wondrous of all operas in a celebrated 
production by the theater magician Simon McBurney. He brings to life the 
magic of theater with deceptively simple means. Openly produced visual 
projections and sound effects enliven the scenery. Sheets of music trans-
form into birds. The emanating lightness and emotional depth of this pro-
duction have been celebrated and acclaimed throughout half of Europe. 
Swiss soprano Regula Mühlemann makes her Basel debut as Pamina. 
Surtitled in English and German, this opera in two acts by Wolfgang Ama-
deus Mozart, with the libretto by Emanuel Schikaneder, will be performed 
at Theater Basel; tickets are CHF 30–140, CHF 20 for kids.
www.theater-basel.ch

Theater—Uncle Vanya
August 22 and 29
Anton Chekhov’s play “Uncle Vanya” is full of withered passion, mindless 
rut, financial woes, love as torture, and idleness as a hobby. It’s a celebration 
of mediocrity. It’s going to be fun! Vanya manages the estate of his deceased 
sister. With the proceeds he finances the career of his brother-in-law from 
his first marriage—an art professor he adores. One day the professor re-
turns from the city aged and broke, but with a young and pretty new wife. 
Vanya’s niece, on the other hand, is in love with the idealistic country doctor. 
But he has got his eye on the professor’s new wife. Just like Vanya, the 
doctor not only has to struggle with a sudden amorous obsession, his for-
mer idol also has unexpected plans. Sounds complicated? To make a long 
story short: it ends up with shots being fired. But why? This timeless tale of 
a patchwork family in the countryside will be staged at the Schauspielhaus 
in German with English surtitles.
www.theater-basel.ch

Gässli Film Festival 
August 23–28

The Gässli Film Festival, so named because of its location in Gerbergässlein, 
is a nonprofit event, organized for young filmmakers in the Basel region. 
The aim is to inspire young people to make films and to give the film talents 
of tomorrow an opportunity to present their works to a wider audience. To 
this end, festival organizers invite an internationally renowned filmmaker 
to Basel to show his debut film and give the young people tips and inspira-
tion for their future careers in filmmaking. There will be monetary and other 
prizes awarded to the best film of the festival, the best of Switzerland, the 
best music video, as well as a social-media audience prize and a youth prize. 
To learn more about the project, their success stories, how to participate, 
how to get there, or to just attend, visit their website.
www.baselfilmfestival.ch

singers, will play on several stages set up throughout the city’s center. The 
festival locations range from the central post office, Marktplatz, Fisch-
markt, Rümelinsplatz, Gerbergasse, and Leonhardskirchplatz to Gemsberg, 
Heuberg, Spalenberg, and Nadelberg. All concerts are free! Simply roam 
around town and stop and listen to what you like. Various drink and food 
stands are set up around the city center, making for a fun evening out. There 
will be some modifications to their usual program to account for the pan-
demic conditions; check their website for details closer to the date.
www.embebbisyjazz.ch

Ballet—Cow 
August 20 and 31

To start their new season, Theater Basel will be resuming several produc-
tions that did not get enough exposure during the coronavirus-dominated 
2020/2021 season. They are starting with “Cow,” an acclaimed production 
by young Swedish choreographer Alexander Ekman, who has brought new 
exuberance and fresh ideas to the dance world. “Cow” is a dance evening 
in 11 scenes that he created in 2016—a full-length piece without any plot 
or narrative story. Like a moving installation in which even the stage design, 
complete with flying cows, becomes part of his virtuoso choreography, 
Ekman’s piece provides surprising visual moments and perfect timing, and 
offers the audience pure, unbridled delight in movement. And humor is not 
neglected either. Once again, Ekman brings a liberating, fresh northern 
wind to the Theater Basel; tickets are CHF 30–105 for adults and CHF 30–55 
for students.
www.theater-basel.ch

Theater—Moby Dick: The Solo
August 21
Captain Ahab is obsessed with revenge on the white whale that ripped off 
his leg. Whoever spots it first will receive a gold coin. The men who earn 
their money with whaling fall more and more under the spell of the charis-
matic captain and increasingly join in his obsession. Two of the artistic di-
rectors of Theater Basel’s drama division, Antú Romero Nunes and Jörg 
Pohl, bring this seminal collaboration with them to Basel. Originally con-
ceived as a production with eight actors, they have now rewritten it as a solo 
for the current pandemic conditions. You can experience this classic of 
world literature as a vibrant spectacle in German with English surtitles at 
the Theater Basel.
www.theater-basel.ch

Best of 90s Dance Party
August 21
Dance and sing along to a colorful mix of the best hits from 1990 to 2000. 
The Offene Kirche Elisabethen (Elisabethen Church) near Bankverein hosts 
a dance party from 20:00–02:30 several times per year to raise money for 
charitable causes. Tickets cost CHF 25; it is advisable to buy them in ad-
vance through Ticketcorner as these events sell out quickly.
www.ueparties.ch
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Opera—Intermezzo
August 25 and 28

Richard Strauss’ “Intermezzo” is a bitter-sweet opera with dialogue in a 
conversational manner. No sooner has the conductor and court composer 
Robert Storch set off on a journey than his wife, Christine, is incensed by a 
letter from a certain Mitzi Meier. With scene and location changes that work 
like a film cut, the conversation jumps back and forth between living room 
and inn, between sleigh ride and a group of card players. The internationally 
acclaimed director Herbert Fritsch stages Strauss’ rarely performed tale of 
an unhappy marriage and jealousy. Soprano Rachel Harnisch and baritone 
Günter Papendell play and sing their way through the roles of the unhappy 
couple in German, with surtitles in German and English, at the Theater 
Basel.
www.theater-basel.ch

Gin and Rum Tasting
August 27
Discover the worlds of gin and rum in one evening! The Paul Ullrich location 
at Laufenstrasse 16 in Basel will be hosting this tasting event from 18:00–
21:30. Cost is CHF 50 (CHF 35 for LiquidClub Members), and tickets need 
to be purchased in advance (no tickets will be sold on the spot); food will be 
available on the evening for purchase.
www.ullrich.ch

Wehmut und Verklärung (Melancholy and Transfiguration)
August 29
The Basler Streichquartett (Basel 
String Quartet) was founded in 
1996 at the Musik-Akademie Basel 
and has won various international 
prizes and tremendous acclaim. 
They have developed thematic pro-
grams, including cross-disci-
plinary collaborations with direc-
tors, actors, visual artists, dancers, 
and writers. For this concert, the 
Basler Streichquartett and friends 
will be playing Antonin Dvořak’s String Sextet in A major op. 48 and Arnold 

Schönberg’s String Sextet op. 4 in the Aula (auditorium) of the Naturhis-
torisches Museum Basel at 18:00; tickets are CHF 35–45 for adults, CHF 10 
for students, and free for youths up to age 18; they can be ordered by SMS 
to 079-691-4249. 
www.baslerstreichquartett.com 

Quatuor Varèse 
August 31

This concert evening with the Quatuor Varèse includes string quartets by 
Joseph Haydn (String Quartet No. 71 in E-flat major, op. 71), Albéric Mag-
nard (String Quartet in E minor, op. 16), and Igor Stravinsky. Stravinsky’s 
string quartets were composed during two creative periods. His “Trois 
Pièces” are from the Russian period, to which his famous ballets belong. 
Stravinsky first sketched them out as piano pieces in 1914, during his time 
on Lake Geneva, but then reworked them for string quartet and further 
revised them in 1918. The Russian style is audible particularly in the first 
and third piece. The concert will take place in the Hans Huber-Saal at Stadt-
casino Basel at 19:30; tickets are CHF 39.20–69.80.
www.kammermusik.org

Bird’s Eye Jazz Club
If you enjoy listening to live jazz over a drink, you should check out the bird’s 
eye jazz club. This quaint club is located at Kohlenberg 20, a 1-minute walk 
up from Barfüsserplatz, and presents a variety of national and international 
jazz bands. The club is open from 19:45 to about 23:30, with two concert 
sets per evening starting at 20:30 and approximately 21:45. Admission costs 
CHF 8–24, depending on the weekday. Tickets can be reserved through their 
website, by email (office@birdseye.ch), or by phone at 061-263-3341; note 
that reservations are only valid once you have received a confirmation and 
that reserved seats must be taken 20 minutes before the concert starts or 
they risk being released. You can also get tickets on the spot if the set is not 
sold out. Apart from a break from July 26 to August 10, they offer a terrific 
line-up of concerts this summer. Check out their website for a list of concert 
dates or put yourself on their email mailing list to receive their monthly 
programs.
www.birdseye.ch
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Theater—Cosmic Drama 
August 29
Somewhere in the universe, five astronauts inhabit a hollowed-out asteroid. 
What of nature, art, and human civilization has the small community taken 
with them into the weightlessness of space? And what will they find there? 
Philippe Quesne stages a melancholic science fiction play between phan-
tasm and utopia. The French visual artist and theater maker is known for 
his absurd fables, told with a fine sense of humor. He lovingly observes the 
fragility of humanity and its ambivalent relationship with nature. This fan-
tasy fable about the end of the world will be performed at Theater Basel in 
German with English surtitles.
www.theater-basel.ch
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Mark Your Calendar!  
September 2021 Highlights

 Treibstoff Theater Days Basel August 31 – September 5

 Im Fluss (Concerts on the Rhein) September 1–18

 Baselland Genusswoche (Gourmet Weeks) September 1–30

 B2Run Basel September 3

 Youth Culture Festival September 3–4

 Flâneur Festival September 10

 Festival ZeitRäume September 10–19

 Basler Frauenlauf (Women’s Run) September 12

 Clean Up Day 2021 September 17–18

 Imagine Festival September 17 – 19

 Vélo Gourmand September 19

 Liste Art Fair September 20–26

 Volta Basel Art Fair September 20–26

 Art Basel September 24–26

 Mondfest Basel September 25

 Bridge Run (Bruggelauf) September 26

Job Factory Basel AG | Bordeaux-Strasse 5 | 4053 Basel | 061 560 01 44 | www.printhouse.ch

Brochures Ring binders Books Postcards & flyers Folded cards

Envelopes & 
letter papers
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Mailings

Rollup-DisplaysFolded flyers & 
Business cards

... and other solutions for your individual communication.

Happiness 
is Reading.
Where you find the best stories.

Orell Füssli 
Freie Strasse 17 
CH-4001 Basel
Tel. 061 264 26 26
www.orellfüssli.ch
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Ticket Office: Get Your Tickets Now!

Who Where When Tickets
Groove Now Blues Festival Atlantis, Basel September 2–24 www.starticket.ch

Night of the Jumps St. Jakobshalle, Basel September 25 www.ticketcorner.ch

77 Bombay Street Volkshaus, Basel October 1 www.ticketcorner.ch

Elton John Hallenstadion, Zürich October 5 & 6 www.ticketcorner.ch

The Magical Music of Harry Potter Musical Theater, Basel October 19 www.ticketcorner.ch

Chippendales Get Naughty! World Tour Musical Theater, Basel October 20 www.ticketcorner.ch

A Spectacular Night of Queen Musical Theater, Basel November 1 www.ticketcorner.ch

Young Stage 2021 Messe Event Halle, Basel November 5–9 www.ticketcorner.ch

Rocky Horror Show Musical Theater, Basel November 17–20 www.ticketcorner.ch

Chris de Burgh Samsung Hall, Zürich November 22 www.ticketcorner.ch

Simply Red: Blue Eyed Soul—Tour 2021 Hallenstadion, Zürich November 22 www.ticketcorner.ch

Murphy's Celtic Legacy—Irish Dance Reborn Stadtcasino, Basel November 23 www.ticketcorner.ch

Sunrise Avenue—Thank You for Everything Hallenstadion, Zürich November 23 & 24 www.ticketcorner.ch

Flashdance—Das Musical St.Jakobshalle, Basel November 27 www.ticketcorner.ch

The Simon & Garfunkel Story Congress Center Basel December 18 www.ticketcorner.ch

Blues Festival Basel Volkshaus, Basel December 18–22 www.bluesbasel.ch

Simon & Garfunkel: Through the Years in Concert Stadtcasino, Basel January 15 www.actnews.ch

We Will Rock You Musical Theater, Basel January 25–30 www.ticketcorner.ch

Die ABBA-Story. Thank You for the Music Messe Event Halle, Basel January 30 www.ticketcorner.ch

Game of Thrones—The Concert Show Stadtcasino, Basel February 10 www.actnews.ch

James Blunt Hallenstadion, Zürich March 9 www.ticketcorner.ch

Amy MacDonald Samsung Hall, Zürich March 10 www.ticketcorner.ch

The Music of Harry Potter—Live in Concert Stadtcasino, Basel March 13 www.actnews.ch

Elvis—Das Musical Musical Theater, Basel March 20 www.ticketcorner.ch

Simple Minds Hallenstadion, Zürich March 25 www.ticketcorner.ch

OneRepublic Hallenstadion, Zürich May 16 www.ticketcorner.ch


